
KIDS SHOWS 
 
Educated Bean (most days at 1) 
Verry verry good. Danny, Edinburgh 
Very good and explained fair trade very well **** Ryan 
The man was right, you should make everything fair trade. Julian Tate-Smith Belgium 
Helps younger children become more aware of the lives of farmers – Andrew Dorell, Edinburgh 
I liked educated bean very much **** - Ben 
Funny and good for the soul ***** - Kate Hughes, London 
Good *love* - Rachel, Edinburgh 
Very good for all ages 3 upwards. Interactive & educational **** - C 
Hockley, Edinburgh 
Good ***** - Samatha, Edinburgh 
Good, funny and helps younger children understand - Danny, London 
Funny it has taught me about coffee - Alistair Deangate, England 
Makes children become more aware of lives of farmers - Andrew, Edinburgh 
Nice chocolate - Jenny, Edinburgh 
Original and fun, thanks. Chocolate yummy ***** Finlay Cute, Edinburgh 
Very very good ***** - Lawry Ross, Edinburgh 
It was great *** - Hannah Eden, Edinburgh 
Good ***** - Taylor, Edinburgh 
Great. V Clever, but pitch it at slightly older kids 6-12 **** - M 
Stevens-Clay, Edinburgh 
It was fun *** - Cristina, Edinburgh 
Ideal - the 3 year old we took gained some understanding and the older 
children really understood fairness **** - F Moss, Leicester 
Very good for all ages 3 upwards, interactive and educational **** - C 
Hockley 
EXCLENT (that's how it's spelt) Laura, Edinburgh 
You should pay a fair price - Thomas, England 
 
Dude Where's my Teddy Bear (2 shows?) 
Strange, but very good entertainment for kids - lifting experience – Carol Kerr, South Queensferry 
Cool Dood - Demi, Edneengnh 
Derek & Clive for kids. Loved it lads - Peter Cook, London 
It was good - Alana, Edinburgh 
Funny - Alana, Edinburgh 
It was funny - Claire, Edinburgh 
 
Smelly Family (1 show) 
Very Funny. Well read - Edward, Loanhead 
Would make a wonderful book, that kids can totally relate to **** - Kiki, London 
 
Baby Bear (2 shows)  
Very funny, very good - kids loved it ***** - Keith Westers, Edinburgh 
I liked the bear ***** (there is a cute drawing of the bear with this 
comment) - Jamie (4), Edinburgh 
I liked Willie worm (spelt wrorm) and the bear it was good thank you - 
Ellie, Westhead (age 6) 
V good. Small and informed. Good for young kids - Maureen, Estbank 
Fantastic fun for everyone! ****** - Niamh Mac Lennan, Creiff 
Baire verry good - Andrea, Edinburgh 
I liked the bear **** - Kate, Edinburgh 
The show was very funny - Claire, Edinburgh 
Babayish - Alana, Edinburgh 
The bear wants the lift to come to Leeds! - Julie, Leeds. 
Engaging and fun! Clever idea! Enjoyed it lots. **** - Liz, Edinburgh 
Very funny. Very good. Kids loved it 5 - Keith Westers, Edinburgh 
The bear was very naughty + Elanor took him to the Dr It was good. (There is a drawing of lots of stars) - 
Tilly James, aged 3, Edinburgh 
 
BOX (6 shows) 



BLUE, BENDIE WEIRD MAGIC ****** - Anon, London 
A lovely humane, touching and fascinating piece, recommended it to all World Weary - C Haase, NYC 
Superb, witty and dead crafty - don't miss it! - Ruth Heine, Edinburgh 
V clever, V witty, V touching - real goose bump stuff - K Man, Edinburgh 
Surreally brilliant, mesmerising **** - Pippa, London 
So simple and clever, but so much fun ***** - Owen Lewis, London 
Brilliant and original, very funny - Laura Stewart 
Quite extraordinary - I enjoyed it enormously! - C Carrol, London 
Absolutely enthralling and brilliant 25*s - G Stewart, Edinburgh 
Magic ***** - Sylvie Barr 
Magical worlds - a real adventure for the senses and emotions - really 
imaginative **** - Jess, Brighton 
I thought it was great - Patrick Hancock 
Hilarious! **** - Sarah Hancock 
Sublime mime - inspired!! - Dryden, Whitwell 
Excellent Job! Very original and a lovely performance ***** Thanks – Kenneth Avery-Clarke, London 
Fan Fucking Tactic! - Sharon, London 
No improvements can be made! - John, Aberdeen 
50*s - Maureen, Edinburgh 
Well put together and very funny, thank you - Kenny Mackery, Edinburgh 
Very good - thoroughly enjoyable ******* - Ian MaDougal, Edinburgh 
Excellent 1000,000 *s - Dean, Pleasance 
Brill - very clever - amazing 5/5 - Julia Hancock 
It was fine and he was a nice man - Tate Smith 5yrs, Belgium 
Funny and interesting - Jamie Murray, Edinburgh 
Interesting, worth a visit *** - D Macear, Edinburgh 
Was taken to another world for 30 minutes, wonderful ****1/2 - Kiki, London 
 
Short Film Festival (20 shows) 
This show is essential ***** - Carol Jalucci, Edinburgh 
V good - just like the local multiplex - only smaller **** - R Thomson, 
Edinburgh 
Good mix. Bit surreal. Liked the animation a lot - Anon 
Very interesting eye opening amusing ***** - Lucy and Will Tunbridge Kent 
Great venue great mix of films **** - Teresa Delaney, London 
Excellent moving entertaining, especially "Dead" **** - Maria Kareda Toronto 
Great every cinema needs a keyboard player **** - James Roberts London 
Something inventive *** - Em & Kath, London 
Short and Sweet! *** - Sue Harrogate 
Good luck Billy! - Anon 
Brilliant - 5 Stars - F Beard, London 
Loved the bird cage - Anon 
Very interesting film, profound! 4/5 - Sarah Thewlis, Reading, Berkshire 
Very interesting *** - S Harris, Edinburgh 
Intimate venue for intense films **** Kate Kitchin, Edinburgh 
An unusual venue! Films interesting & varied ** - Pat King, Buckden 
Imaginative and sweet! Loved it. Love Nest was beautiful! - Anon 
Mixed bag. Very good **** - G McCue, Edinburgh 
Although I didn't enjoy the show, I consider the idea - to be in an elevator as really innovative ** - Stefan, 
Salzberg 
Intimate + endearing. Loved the 2nd two. Lucky no one farted **** - Eimer Tunney, Ed'burgh 
Good - 1st one the best ** - Nora, Marlow 
Didn't know an elevator ride could be so entertaining! Especially the live Music **** - Sue, Melbourne 
Ate mile Brilliant moving ***** :) - Cara, Victoria 
Absolutely fabulous! - really enjoyed the sheep thief ***** - Vicky Tobia, Edinburgh 
Loved the one about M&Ms - somebody should make a sequel! Roger, Glasgow 
3 lovely thought provoking & different films - poignant! ****1/2 - Chris 
Virtue, Sydney 
Cool venue, keyboard was fun. Love nest was charming *** - Megan Shaw, 
Lancaster 
Good films, spectacular venue great welcome from staff - Rob, Edinburgh 
Very original - Jamie Mereno, Madrid Spain 



Liked the 1st and last shows, middle not so good. 2 guys in top hats + man with shark excellent! 3 - Owen, 
Glasgow 
Short & sweet x3! *** - Sue, Harrogate 
Thought provoking! Thanks - Ewan Aithe, Edinburgh 
Excellent, very entertaining 5 - Bill Benzik, Forfax 
Fab experience very intimate! Groovy lights 7/10 - Jude Stevenson, Oxford 
Excellent - a real curiosity and good material 4 - J Burton, London 
4/5 - Jason Chand, Toronto, Canada 
Pointless 3/10 - James Nicolas, Bastead 
Organ misbehaved itself ** - Anon 
Highly inventive, packed a lot into 30 minutes! *** - Anon 
Sleek and daring * Adam Randam, Newquay 
Rather odd ** - Helen, Newquay 
Very interesting, eye opening, fascinating, amusing ***** - Lucy & Will, 
Tonbridge, Kent 
A little too deep for me really - Gareth Jones, Nottingham 
Little bit too long, seats were getting uncomfy, but films were great 3 - Jem Jenkins, Nottingham 
Teary! Teary! "Achievement is achievement embodied" - Anon 
Great atmosphere 4 - Edward Latch, Leeds 
Bizarre :) Hurt neck looking up :( *** - Garath Kosh, London 
Some nice work 4 - Robson Gay, London 
Intimate setting liked the last one the best ** - Anon 
Loved it, esp the flying saucer rock 'n' roll **** - Fiona, Edinburgh 
Diverse collection! Full of pieces I'm sure I wouldn't have seen elsewhere! - Anon 
V enjoyable **** - Rob, Leeds 
Really interesting and good fun. Great opportunity for film makers ***** - Jean Seagal, London 
Host hilarious!!!! 4th film brilliant 1st 3rd Good 2nd Crap *** Katy Waring, Glasgow 
Back row lovein was great! Brilliant! - Anon 
Where did the idea of the lift come from? Truly inspired **** - J Neill, 
Reading 
Amazing venue. Loved the cinema seats. Very moving 4*s - Sarah Lea, 
Shrewsbury 
 
  
NEW WRITING 
 
Firewoman's Lift (24 shows) 
Moves you in every way brilliantly acted seamless writing ***** - Anil, London 
Brilliant Moving ***** - Mark London 
Words cannot really do justice to this provocative and inspiring piece - 
Eileen Davidson Inverness 
Never have been touched like this before ***** - Jonathon Kelly, Glasgow 
Excellent show brilliant writing and acting Thank you - Fred Pittsburgh, USA 
Very moving and intense you can feel the drama ***** - David Aberdeen 
Moving humbling thought provoking 10/10 - Lesley Nash, Oxon 
Extremely moving, made me re-think my views on 9/11. Fantastic theatre, 
would recommend it to everyone - Anon 
Excellent show + perfect venue - especially as we felt it get warm inside the lift and air became close 4*s - 
Alden Campbell, Toronto, Canada 
An eye opener completely different to what we were expecting - always a good thing **** - Lynne Hood, 
Kimemuir 
Different, but interesting, educational. Star rating ? - Darren Galson, 
Edinburgh 
Good! a few more audio visuals for effect would be good 4 - Anon 
Very unique + intimate performance you felt part of it 5*s - Ailsa Moir, St Albans 
Original, Powerful & full of humanity 4*s - Jim Scott, Edinburgh 
Excellent display of the trauma turmoil emotional upheaval into Sep 11. Very good performance by actress! I 
am just so in awe of the whole play. Very insightful **** - Ping Tan, London 
Great actress, but show didn't know if it wanted audience participation or not 3/5 or 4/5 - Mark A, London 
She was terrific & very moving 5 - Susan Fyfe, Glasgow 
Powerful and very personal. It seemed so real very good! **** - Gerry Laan, Amsterdam 
Very good, balanced moving and hot ***** - Anon 



Completely unexpected, very unexpected *** - Anon 
Good but should have been more claustrophobic! *** - Ant Wallace, High 
Wycombe 
A great idea, well carried out! Atmospheric + thought provoking, finding 
hope in tragedy ****1/2 - Anon 
Great performance powerful and moving. It was an emotional roller coaster ride *** - Colin, Croningan, 
Holland 
Very intense, thought provoking and moving piece of new writing - Ally 
Camie, London 
Poignant, very real, beautiful tasteful - Kate Love, Derby 
Very moving sense of humanity amongst the fellow people 5*s - Alama 
McIntyre, Hove 
Excellent writer, powerful inspired staging 4/5 - P Godbly, London 
Excellent, well written, perfectly fitted to the venue 4*s - A Jackson, 
Edinburgh 
Very moving ***** - Krys Kennedy, London 
I thought it was going to be a comedy, so wasn't what I was expecting! But good anyway *** Freya Murray, 
Temple Govelsbridge 
VERY engaging, moving, thought provoking and above all hopeful! Thank you - Anon 
When the doors open it's as if your given your life back again! ***** - 
Jessica Goyder, Brighton 
If a show like this can work and make you think, it must be a work of art. It does and it is! 5*s - A Frieze, 
Newcastle 
Really enjoyed it! Made me think about the issues surrounding 9/11 ***** - Dawn Thomas-Rayne, Glasgow 
Thought provoking, interesting location 4/5 - C C Payne, Hilton, Derby 
Very intense & empassioned thought provoking 5*s - A Rayfield, London 
Excellent, intense, funny and moving. The lift was effective in getting 
message across and to appreciate emotions 4 - Joanne Butcher, Surrey 
Incredible moving! ***** - Michael Newany, West Kilbride 
Amazing - she is brilliant! 4+ - Paul, Washington 
It happened all over again but this time it was about me 5 - Willeth 
Thompson, Washington 
Brilliant - very emotional, superb acting - we were with her all the way. I loved it!! ****** - Hilary Palmer 
Absolutely brilliant. Very moving & also funny 5* - Claire Hasnd, York 
Very moving & thought provoking **** - B Marley, Sheffield 
V Moving. Firewoman was excellent. Don't know that I feel better for seeing it - Anon 
Intense 5*s - Craig Gunsul, Walla 
A little bit hot, but good show - Anon 
Good intimate atmosphere, well thought out and produced show 6/6 - N Wright, Manchester  
Brilliant, moving. The best performance I've seen at the fringe ***** - 
Marie, London 
Very powerful, had many ups and downs of emotion! 4 - Harefield, London 
Excellent show, brilliant writing and acting Thank you - Fred, Usa 
Subtle gentle, perfect theatre, restored my faith 5 - Melody, London 
Exceedingly good and touching angel 10/10 - Keith George, Stirling 
Incredibly powerful in a perfect space. Just sorry the audience had too much British reserve! **** - Nicola 
Wass, London 
Incredibly moving, brilliantly written and superbly acted 5*s - Drew Busby, London 
A powerful performance of a strong script that puts you in touch with what it must have been like to be both 
victim & survivor of 9/11 – Deborah Holmes, Walla, Walla USA 
Convincing and thought provoking - Rachel, Brentwood 
Good use of the space. Interesting and not too sentimental. Personal touch was fantastic - 4 - Anon 
Well judged lengthy. Engaging performer. Very hot! Could be stronger 
narrative structure *** - why no coffee available! - A Chisholm, Leeds 
Convincing and well delivered with warmth - Anon 
Very good. Very intense. But was a bit too hot in there *** - Anon 
'Brilliant' - Doug Loyes, Dundee 
Totally unexpected. Very unexpected. V good - D Ayre, Dundee 
Great. So unexpected *** - Helen, London 
Innovative and moving - V&A Perkins, London 
Brilliant acting, very fast moving ***** - Bellwood, Leeds 
Gave me goose bumps, even though I was hot! ***** Fringe First! Kiki, London 



A really good way to gain insight into 9/11. Made me step back and see that I maybe hadn't seen the 
individual human perspective **** - Malcolm 
Hamilton, Edinburgh 
Intense and rightly claustrophobic. Good show *** Kirk Bage, Edinburgh 
Thought provoking atmosphere. Surprising  **** - Sarah Rayfield, Epsom 
Very realistic and an amazing performance. Thanks ***** - Vicky Cunningham, Aldershot, Hants, UK 
Fantastic. Felt I was there! - Mirale, London 
Truly moving and uplifting 5 - Brian Rushton, Harrogate 
Fantastic Inspiring?!! - Anon 
Great orange! Great humanity, expression **** - Nick, Worthing Sx 
Exceptionally humbling and obviously well prepared 5 - Giles, Harrogate 
Very moving 10 - Gavin, Dubai 
Interesting + intense makes one think which is good in this day and age 5*s - Sunny, Edinburgh 
Very realistic authentic + suitably claustrophobic, really co-opts audience into action, makes them imagine, 
puts them in those trapped in lifts shoes. Brave, unusual, touches on wider issues is only criticism  - ending 
a bit weak *** Elaine Mills, London 
Very real! I was utterly engaged and amused! Thank you 8/10 - Shane Durrant, Leeds 
Different, moving ** - Anon 
Powerful stuff - Kate, Edinburgh 
Very strange, very original, but entertaining - not being a fan of small 
places. I think I got a idea of how the guys in the fire felt - James Gloch, Edinburgh 
Nice orange, good idea! 8/10 - Anon 
Very powerful - effective venue 3/5 - F Mitchel, Whitley Bay 
Very intense & well done, good 2 think about ***** - Kelly Lindberg, London 
Fantastic, very moving 5 - Anna Jarvis, London 
Very good 4 - Cassidy, London 
Very imaginative venue 4/5 - D Garcia, Edinburgh 
V good very unexpected presentation 3* - Anon 
Very good 4/5 - Anon 
Really wonderful actress fantastic **** - Anon 
Superb. I'm speechless! **** - Joan Deas, Stoneauych 
Great venue, but we were expecting a comedy! ** - Ewan Edinburgh 
The Tesco's bag anomaly - really broke the mood of the piece! - Anon 
Great show - scary 5 - B Koy, Edinburgh 
Great... A bit nervous about lifts now! 4 - Brian West, Edinburgh 
A good personal experience of 9/11 *** - Jo, Edinburgh (originally Chicago) 
Very powerful stuff most enjoyable 10 - Emma Hawkins, Lockerbie 
 
Insane Jane (6 shows) 
Brilliant and unique performance space brought to real life by the performer *** - Mark London 
Drove me mad - she was superb! - Ellen Malcolm 
Excellent a good representation of reality within and with out the Bin – G Grubb, Edinburgh 
Great Acting Great Script Well done **** - R Stranger 
Intense! Hot! Excellent to see something different - Robert Nottingham 
Great ideas Jane really engaged with her audience. I felt really 
uncomfortable at times, great acting - Jen USA 
Original, moving, beautifully acted **** - Marcus Forest Edinburgh 
Powerful delivery. Convincing. Well acted **** V.G - Christopher Pickering, Glasgow 
Energetic and intense. V good *** - Marc Horn, Glasgow 
Spikey writing, confrontational use of music. Excellent - Anon 
Novel idea...unique atmosphere *** - J. Denly, London 
Powerful + well played out. Excellent. Philip Logan, Edinburgh 
Brilliant writing, very brave & compelling acting 5* - Lulu, London 
Excellent. Insightful! ***** - Trevor Swanson, Edinburgh 
I feel you are making progress 98.crazy! **** - Fergal, Limerick, Ireland 
Well acted, but a bit pedestrian *** - Sonja, Edinburgh 
Well acted, a bit depressing - Anon 
Mad as a hatter - lock her up and throw away the key 4/10 - John Boland, 
Limerick, Ireland 
Very strange! 2/5 - Anon 
Well done! **** - Rayna, London 
Good dark feel. She's plays a mad girl well - Ben Brentwood 



Moves between emotions well - Rachel, Brentwood 
Give the girl a licence! *** - Mitch Pryce, Birmingham 
Interesting experience, true to the fringe. Well acted *** - A. Bellwood, Leeds 
Fantastic! - Anon 
Very very good *** - Anon 
Disturbing and scarily intimate *** - Robin, London 
Fab writing and a great and brave performance 4* - Anon 
Great stuff! Maximum *****s - Helen, Edinburgh 
Great acting. Great Script. Well done **** - I. Strandbor, London 
 
Too Close for Comfort (14 shows) 
Great! One of the funniest 20/30minutes of my life! :) :) ***** - Marc, 
Canterbury 
Superb comic timing and characterisation ***** - Matt, London 
Not comfortable - great stuff! Highly recommended! ***** - Seb, London 
V V funny 4*s - C Chadwick, London 
Hilarious!!! **** - Eva, London 
V V good 5/5 - Lucy, London 
Di was excellent!! She is my heroine 4*s - Claire Chadwick, London 
Good eye contact, everybody thought the hostess was staring at you **** - Paul Peeling, Stockton 
Is the bloke gay? The two girls were excellent! 5*s - Sanders, London 
It was quite scary (but good) - Anon 
Typecasting has never been so accurate - Steve Hall, London 
Rep was funnier, but chat more clever - could be some more funnier moments in the chat - more cringe. 
Nice in a small space **** - Rob Brooks, Tonbridge 
It was quirky, but very entertaining 5/5 - Will Dambe, Tunbridge Wells 
A well observed set of sketches, so close to reality! And the perfect 
setting. **** - B Smith, Sevenoakes 
Very good - v funny ***** - Anon 
Very close! A great idea! **** - S Pattinson, W Sussex 
Fairly random. Eye contact was disturbing at times, mildly amusing *** - 
Oliver, Crawborough 
Fantastic - hilarious - really enjoyed it 5*s - Rosie, London 
Very funny, but I'm glad she's not my holiday guide!!! ***** - David M, 
London 
1st one: Poor visibility, but good 2nd - Di the tour guide - fucking 
hysterical, brilliant 5/5 ***** - Itka, London 
Fucking Fun ***** - Mark 
Hot, sweaty, funny ***** - H Campbell, Dumbuane 
Very well done. Enjoyed it! **** - Anon, Madison, NY 
Great idea, great fun - Anon 
Very lively and inventive **** - Jan Grimes, Lymm, Cheshire 
Excellent stuff! 5/5 - Richard Campbell, London 
Refreshing, enjoyable & very enjoyable **** - C Lewis, Aylesbury 
Disturbingly funny ***** - Avrie, London 
Very good - 5/5 - Adam, London 
They were too! Good show in a an unusual venue 5* - A Bradfield, London 
Excellent. V V funny **** - E Bean, London 
Superb acting with an incredible witty and clever script. Attention held for every second of the half hour. 
Cried laughing ***** - Kris, London 
Very clever, very well done, heaps of fun in a close space 5 out of 5 - 
Joan, Hartford. 
Very well done, but I'm glad she's not my holiday guide!!! ***** Avid M, 
London 
Fantastic, hilarious - really really enjoyed it. ***** Rosie, London 
Hilarious, brilliantly acted - loved it and the novelty of the lift! - Jan, London 
Extremely funny, great fun and something else to do - Fred, London 
That holiday rep - sure she was working in Kos last year! Great concept! - Simon Peak, London 
Great - witty and good performances **** - Ruby Lescroft, London 
Loved it - wittily and adroitly written and beautifully performed! Superb **** - Nick Yapp, London 
Great idea, funny and it worked. (Maybe put some air freshener in there!) - F Gordon, Norwich. 
Very very funny **** - Jo Zanne, Oxford 



Totally different perspective **** - Chris Owen, Oxford 
Very funny! + Unusual! Recommended 5*s - A Bradfield, London 
Much fun... **** - Pete, London 
Really funny and not what one would expect in a lift! Cheers Definitely 
worth £3.50 **** - Sarah Clach 
Bloody good. Could be a tiny bit funnier, but my fault (bloody good) 4/5 - Alex 7 Oakes 
Great acting. Nice to see talent close up! Deserves to be sold out! - Marc, Pinner 
Very good, very funny, very entertaining 5*s - Anon 
Very tight script ***** - M Tuynholm, Falkirk, Frizby 
Very good fun! **** - Becky Eden-Green, Maidstone 
Ingenious use of small space, captivating acting, but often clichés **** - Anon 
Both girls - especially Di - excellent - but who he? - J Sanders, Brighton (joke) 
The two girls were excellent! Loose the fella! * Stuart Barker, London 
(joke) 
Absolutely hilarious, loved it! V well acted, not just novelty of the lift! - Anon 
Uplifting experience - great fun - Jill & Audrey, West Yorkshire 
Interesting, Spanish example, spot on! *** Cate, Melbourne 
Full of irony, funny and poingnant *** - Anon 
Not as distilled as my usual alcohol! More of a propare than a methane! 3*'s - J Sutton 
Really witty + just my kinda humour - it was so good I forgot I was probably boiling to death in there! **** - 
Anon 
Great writing. Superb acting. Love the intimacy. So brave!! **** Tiffany 
Ball, London 
Very clever, very well done. Heaps of fun in a small space 5 out of 5 - 
Dean, Hertford 
Speechless in my admiration - JJ 
Both brilliant pieces! Haven't laughed so much all festival 5/5 – William Brady, Aberdeen 
Very cool, it was something different and very amusing **** - Anon 
Very very good Hi I'm Di - wonderful 10/10 - S Gough, Edinburgh 
Inspired, touched a chord! Keep the tall guy at the side! Good simple joy - S Colle, London 
My face is hurting with laughter - 10/10 - Beth, Newcastle 
I really was going on holiday - both superb - Henri, UK 
Hilarious, belly aching laughter! **** - Seraphina, Edinburgh 
When I walked out, I looked at another audience, a complete stranger & we both looked at each other and 
pissed ourholes laughing!!! 5/5 – Domball O'Donoghue, ROI 
Never thought such a small space could deliver such engaging comedy. 
Fantastic 5! - Damian, London 
Legendary ****** - Patrick, Limerick 
Excellent. Too tall audience member in front of me! Expected lift based 
context. Loved Di 5/5 - S Naik, London 
Great! *** - A Ladd 
Both lots of fun and a unique experience *** - Anon 
Fab! - Anon 
Don't miss it! - Judith, Canterbury 
Scary to be up close to the actors - they do bite 3*s - D Haddonsik, 
Wallasey 
Very good **** - Anderson, Harlow, Essex 
Excellent show, felt there were too many people watching the performance 
though 9/10 Graeme, Maidenhead, Berks 
Excellent - good to have 2 shorts shows, particularly enjoyed the tour rep. A couple of people less in the lift 
would have been preferable *** Kate Young, Oxfordshire 
Great - very in your face, but fantastic 4*s - Lorna & Bel, London 
Great - loved it - Gabrielle, Edinburgh 
Was very funny and original 'Hi I'm Di' was also funny and original **** - Fiona L, London 
Was unique and fun! Cheers! Wanna go on hols now, but not a date! *** - 
Julie, Edinburgh 
Very funny. Thanks 8 1/2 - Cathy Young, Edinburgh 
Very clever and hot **** - Nina, Edinburgh 
 
20,000 Leagues (2 shows) 
Different and very original 3/5 - Patricia, Crosshill 
Good accents, fab ending (drawing of huge star) - Tadorov Nasko, Wales 



Very enjoyable, great concept **** Louise, Edinburgh 
Nice and short - Carlos, Ayr 
Inventive, oringinal. Good value entertainment **** - Michael, Leeds 
Very good, a bit hot **** - David Loxon, Wrexham **** - D Taylor, Edinburgh 
Nice shirt and dress 8/10 Masko Todorov, Bridgend, south Wales 
Excellent throughout! 4*s - J. Matthews, Horsham 
Interesting & amusing - S Hilush, Edinburgh 
Brilliantly Funny Very intense being so close to them...Wow...great idea 
***** - Kate Van Dyke, Edinburgh 
Exciting, witty writing, energetic, captivating performances 4/5 - Rosie 
Fab, funny + very convincing! Great idea! - Angie Evangelan 
Fantastic! Great banter! Engaging from the start 3/4 - Amy, Ohawa, Canada 
Brill! Smart ending - F Mayhew, London 
Very funny - well acted 4/5 **** - Graham, Edinburgh 
Terrific! Very funny - Janie Boole, London 
Different and very original 3/5 - Patricia, Crosshill Agrshire 
 
I Can't Believe it's not Goddard (7 shows) 
Fanfuckingtastic!!! Brilliantly written, acted, directed - great use of the space ***** - Gemma, London 
Fast-paced, funny and full of fun! Well done! p.s Any more alliteration? - 
Eugene Comarmond, Bourmouth 
Hilarious - a good blend of traditional comedy, some brilliant moments - 
genius ***** We love you both - T Deenay, London 
In your face... In a lift. Bizzare, surreal yet insanely funny *** Adrian, Shipley 
Bizarre! Theatre in a lift - wow! Great cast, great show, just great ***** - Iain, Bradford 
Hooray, very silly, very funny, sorry I broke the funny mic thing Big stars **** - John F, London 
Nutters one and all, but absolutely brilliant!! **** - Dave, Preston 
Crazy, witty, moving, disturbing, bloody fantastic x - Laura McDonald, 
Stirling 
Funny, moving, made me think of consequences of montage utter brilliance 
***** - Robb Oliphant, Aberdeen 
Great - very good awareness factor, funny **** - Anon 
Very very good! 4*s - A Essing, The Netherlands 
Original style of venue, fresh & inventive production, some excellent 
set-pieces with an ecological theme **** - Stephen Parkes, London 
Really good very entertaining with a solid core of meaning 5*s - Ted, 
Horsham 
Great fun - zany +imaginative 5*s - D Willian, Horsham 
Angus and team you lift the spirits Fantastic 5*s - Kamoline Water, 
Cambridge 
A good idea, performances a bit too loud for small space. Good characters though. Script/direction could do 
with sharpening *** Karen, London 
Rather over ambitious, but a grand effort + bits were fabulous - Fiona, 
London 
Amazing! So original and full of humour and enviromental too!!! :) ***** - Shirley Marom, Israel 
Different! In a good way 4*s - B Thistle, Glasgow 
It was so funny that I didn't stop laughing, but what I find excellent is that people change characters all the 
time, that's very good. Thanks – Audre Caelle, Edinburgh 
Excellent, rather random. Floating in space - Dan, Reading 
Loved it. Proper job. V original. V funny 4.5/5 - Ross Tudor, London 
V funny. Clever in it's use of space + ideas **** 
A fantastic film shoot! Brilliant! Cut! It's a wrap! Touch wood - oh no!!! ********** - Anon 
MAD!! *** - Anon 
Funny! Very good idea that it's in a lift ***** - Liser Pattel, Edinburgh 
Well polished, but just a bit too random. Perhaps for the sake of being 
random ** - Woody, Reading 
Well done. Kept you involved. Cast worked hard ** - Paul Waugham, Ralelgh, NC USA 
Mental, but in a good way **** - Richard Foster, Blackpool 
Condense, interesting, small, big, imaginative - Simon, Swindon 
Unique. Bit cramped, but cosy very good. Would recommend it. 4* - J Buson, Blackpool 
Please give deodrant to audience and cast! **** - John Thompson, Blackpool 
Great timing...so close to everything, very funny. Loved it!!! - Anon 



Delightfully crazy. Well worth seeing **** - Matthew McKenna, Blackpool 
The maddest thing at the fringe. Touch wood honest **************** - George Morge, Ramsbottom, Bury 
Sheer lunacy - great fun! Can't wait for the release on DVD **** - Sharan Becker, London 
Completely mental and hilarious. Classic - Imogen, Fife 
The best fun I've had in a lift. Several stars - Phil Davis, London 
 
The Service Elevator (11 shows) 
Interesting show - the close proximity makes you examine all in great 
detail. Story left me a bit puzzled. A Boisset, Reading, UK 
Very good and entertaining. It reminded me of 24 - Douglas Multon, Elgin 
Amazing what can be done in a lift - sorry I was late! **** - James Mutton, Elgin 
Great! Both actors very convincing! **** William Hern, Reading 
Really great - it reminded me of fights with my sister, but good politics with that - Emma Kalb, Brooklyn NY, 
USA 
Interesting! *** Hilary Topp, Paisley 
Very good - but so much Bush 9/11 material this year! ***** Jim Sheldrake, Ipswich 
It was funny, especially as an American *** Sue Kalb, Brooklyn NY, USA 
Best show I've ever seen in a Lift 10/10 - Roy Dawson, Aberdeen 
Stylish and close, pressed up and powerful. Very entertaining 4/5 - James, London 
Superb, original, well written and well acted **** - F Watson, Glasgow 
Well written + very well performed 8/10 - James, Birmingham 
Well acted. Slightly odd to be so close. Motivation of scared right seemed odd. Maybe too short *** - Moray 
Fleming, London 
Very professional stimulating + entertaining **** V hot - Philip 
A brilliant show in a brilliant venue...utterly unique and entertaining 
***** - Jennifer, Nottingham 
This was fab - writing and actors! Would love to see a fuller version **** - Wendy and Michael Bates, Dalgety 
Bay 
Excellent, really enjoyed it. Fantastic acting ***** - Mark Vout, Reading Tense, professional entertaining *** - 
Jan B 
Intense performance + interesting use of space - Lauren, London 
Great! Both actors very convincing! **** - William Wern, Reading 
Great show look forward to more of this writer & fantastic actors 10/10 – S Chalmers, Aberdeen 
Excellent, v absorbing & great acting - Helen Faxley, Corby Glen 
Absolutely fantastic show with griping writing and actors who paid full 
credit to this. Would highly recommend ***** Sarah Christie, Aberdeen 
Brilliant show thoroughly enjoyable Both performers were great 10/10 - 
Kathleen Davidson 
Excellent - real fly on the wall stuff! 5 - Anon 
Excellent very grippy ***** - M Reeves, Edinburgh 
***** - Fe Taylor, Eastbourne, E Sussex 
*** - Anon 
** - I was expecting comedy ** - Anon 
Well acted, but pedestrian writing. Good idea - M Are, Maidenstow 
Excellent. So pleasurable, wonderful acting. First rate. P Jenkins, Aberdeen 
Excellent - Doreen Adams, Aberdeen 
Uplifting. Didn't have me feeling down. High quality 4* - Ton Dyke, Avon 
Excellent thought both very professional 10/10 Adams, Aberdeen 
I thought it was very different, but very well acted. Full Marks - David 
Quinley,  Cheshire 
Very original Big Star :) - Anon 
Very good acting! Bizarre venue - bit hot and stuffy though *** - Anon 
Great. Well acted. Unique well worth the time. A momory **** - Anon 
Very good. Nice shoes 5/5 - Anon 
Excellent, intimate, HOT! Great writing + great acting. Loads of stars! - Sian + David lamb, Aberdeen 
Unique venue - works! Excellent acting. Intriguing premise. A little hard to buy into but good food for thought 
- Chrystal Helmoke, Seattle, USA 
Fun, needs ventilation 2 1/2 of 4 - Anon 
Thought provoking - Anon 
Best thing I've seen!! Well done 5/5 - S Parker, Sutton Coalfield 
Very good + original 3/5 - Vicky, Newcastle 
A good show which was superb acted. Too hot though! 5/5 - Martin 



Edinburgh 
Intense, just brill - Simon 
Very clever Excellent concept 4/5 - Tom, Newcastle-upon - Tyne 
Brilliant setting - great performance 5 - Geoff, Newcastle 
Excellent, good timing - Ita Quilla, Ireland 
Great show expressive faces well done Very Hot! - Anon 
Excellent - very novel approach. Really enjoyed it - J Parker 
Rises above the rest - unique experience *** - Carol Fischer, Wondland Hills 
Wow, watching a show in a lift is crazy and very very cool! I say lets scrap theatres and have lifts. Play was 
v good, weird ending **** - Heather, Cambridge 
Interesting **** - Anon 
This is a unique experience in a unique enviroment. Enjoyed the play!!! **** - Herm Socker, Los Angelese 
Very good. A new experience, felt very strange being so close to the actors, will definitely recommend it **** 
- Jean Yeadon 
Brilliant concept, script, space wise, excellent acting - great American 
accents! 5/5 Kiki, London 
If you have seen a show in a lift, you haven't been to the fringe *** - Cory Fischer, Los Angelese 
 
Shrodinger's Cat (9 shows) 
Superb! Very witty + very well performed 5*s - Caroline Skelton, West Yorks 
Congratulations, top stuff. Funny poignant 5*s - Anon 
Wonderful writing and quite beautiful performance - a real treat 5/5 – Scott Christie, Aberdeen 
Delightfully, whimsical show, fantastic venue **** - Kirsty Muirhead, L/spa 
Absolutely brilliant! What a concept! What a venue! 5*s! - R Bone, Basildon 
Nice to be so close to such talented actors. An intriguing experience + I'm claustrophobic - so you kept me 
entertained ****** - Jaqui Petar, Welwyn, Herts 
Fabulous acting great show ***** - Jonny Hansler, Hackney UK 
I love your pussy! ***** - Melody, London 
Fab - Claire Durrant, Fareham 
Innovative, unusual & thought provoking 'possibilies' 5*s - Mark Gerrad, 
Marlow 
Amazing venue, great being so close to the actors **** - Mark Allban, 
Portsmouth 
Beautiful performances + inventive direction, loved the blackboard! 5*s - Lourie Chanks, London 
Too early in the day **1/2 - Dave, Mt Gambier 
Clever, cramped, good idea, well done *** - Mark, Aberdeen 
Very intriguing strong, strange, fun + very fringe - Anon 
The third way just became clearer! Brilliant! **** Paul Philips, London 
Interesting, a very well performed piece *** - David Taylor, Manchester 
1) Too hot in the lift 2) Nice for a read, but bad material for 'a show' 
doesn't work in that form sorry p.s The wedding is brilliant!!! - Venha, 
B'ham 
Thought provoking, touching, beautifully presented **** - K Davis, Brighton 
A great space supporting a fun show **** - Will, London 
Very jolly **** - n/a 
Sweet and magical - C Moberly, Camden, London 
Excellent, vivid, thought provoking comedy 5/5*s - Adam T agold@virgin.net 
I liked the way that each characters had different perspectives 4*s - Hugo, Barnet 
Excellent performances - very interesting concept *** - Anon, London 
Great venue, enjoyed the performance ***1/2 - Anon, Edinburgh 
Excellent well acted/good script ***** - Pete Adams, Brighton 
Excellent funny and thought provoking, great performance ***** - Linda, 
Stirling 
A fascinating experience - kept expecting Tony Hancock 6/5 - T le Bars, 
London 
A modern day furry fable 5*s - Simon Lotherman 
Enjoyable, engaging & hot! - Berk Palmer, Dudley 
Purrrrrrr Miaow 5* - Al, Catford 
This show should be seen more - it's enchanting & perfect use of the lift 'a box within a box' - very clever 
****1/2 - Kiki, London 
Brilliantly performed and opens your mind to a wealth of possibilities – DM Francis, London 
Brilliantly written & acted, funny & touching ***** - Jerena, London 



I've never seen a show where I could taste what the cast had eaten for lunch before ** - Claire, Brighton 
Mad hot shit - Anon 
I'm not the only one who has strange dreams! - Anon 
Good weird claustro 5*s - Ulyssa 
V good ** - Rowney, USA 
What an excellent way to be lead into an unseen world - John Pings, London 
Very enthralling story, but spoilt by lack of air conditioning! (note from lift - we now have air conditioning!) *** 
- Tim Routledge, Cardiff 
Brilliant - M Simmons, Shetland 
Excellent, but hot! **** - Alan Simmons, Lerwick, Shetland 
Interesting story line - enjoyed it 7/10 Jeff Detar, Welwyn 
Good acting, confusing story * - Anon 
Small joy of a piece in a very smelly lift **** - G Davis, Brighton 
Will have to think about it, but I guess that's the point 6/10 - Sharon, 
London 
Good fun trying to make sense of the theory. Need to think about it a bit 7/10 - Rosie Ritchie, Kingston 
Quite good, but scientifically bollocks 6.5/10 - Anon 
Very good, funny, interesting *** - Anon 
Weird + Strange **** - D Heeley 
Interesting idea, liked the venue. Found the performance amusing the cast were watchable *** - Emma 
Laidlaw, Edinburgh 
*** - Anne, London 
Surreal, magical true or false? - Linda, Barnet, London 
A great idea for every street corner. No ups or downs to deal with ** - Jeff Atkins, Potters Bar 
Well it's one way to stop your audience walking out! - Anon 
Fun concept - content not my cup of tea - not good idea to smoke before 
before performing so close to your audience!! Well acted tho ***** - L 
Atkins, Potters Bar, Herts 
Excellent story very enjoyable - Emma Gallard, Leeds 
Great story! 4*s - Anon 
Interesting text - well acted. Nice to be in the lift. Wanted more theatre - Jane, London 
Excellent very funny **** - Craig Vallen Inc, Leeds 
Very good! 4*s - Tiffany Smart, La Ca 
Very nicely acted - nice dynamics between the two **** - Anon 
Great concept - love the intimacy ** - Anon 
Very good made you think **** - Jango Sirus, Los Angelese 
Good cat, make alike lady. Well presented though. There is something lacking intilation - maybe more cat 
make-up or a real cat/decoration. 3 1/2 out of 5 - W Matthews, Stockport, UK 
Two fish in a tree eating cheese and cheese - why? - Anon 
Mad as a bag of spiders! 4/5 - Anon 
Very nice *** - Anna Pia & Di Conza, London 
Ring ring (sorry!) * - Phil Hapwood, Chester** - Johnson, B'ham 
 
Old New Borrowed Blue (8 shows outside lift) 
Very funny. These things do happen! ** - Sue, Hull 
Surreal. Very funny. Very Bizarre. Very Entertaining and great free wine! ***** - Sarah Wilson, Leicester 
Good party! Fun *** - Anon 
Very good, but more in the lift - Sam, Bristol 
Great idea. Really good improv. +the set was wicked! Glad you're doing this for cafédirect. We support fair 
trade. Good luck, see you next year!! Many stars! - Fran Fritz, Oldham 
Quite funny, different anyway - Anon 
Brilliant use of space! Very original, a shame that some of the jokes were given away too early eg Blow job 
gag - asking where he is gave it away, but v good! **** - Fiona, London 
Different, funny very entertaining ***** - Kamal Simpson, London 
Very funny 5*s - M Nevin, London 
Entertaining. Short piece in an interesting format 3*s - Anon 
Original, funny - Jamie, Windsor 
Short, but funny and the actors were very believable. Good story **** - 
Chris Morgan, London 
Certainly different, not quite sure * - Jan, Staines 
Lambrini Girls have more fun! Quality 5/5 - Matt, Sheffield 
Romance isn't dead. Vv funny XX - Anon 



Impressive + innovative. Xcellent acting. Fit stripper/email: 
jimboberdy@hotmail.com **** - James Apsinwall, Leeds 
Excellent show, excellent format 10/10 - Anon 
Very original, cool setting. V funny when you find out it's a true story! **** - John Fitzpatrick, Oldham 
Excellent ensemble performance fantastic use of the lift, loads of stars - Jonny H, Hackney 
Enjoyable funny, may have needed a warning for children! 3/5 - J Stewart, Cambridge 
Very good with a range of experiences 7/10 - James Stewart, Christanland, NZ 
Really interesting and fun to watch. Great set and thanks for the drink! 
**** - Elizabeth Fitzpatrick, Manchester 
One scene made a 10 years eyes light up with confusion....liked it mind 3/4 - Richard Webb, Cambridge 
Best at Edinburgh 10/10, Johnson, Birmingham 
Absolutely fantastic. Trying to get the audience involved was great + free wine is always a bonus! :) **** - 
Christine Nunns, Leicester 
Fantastic - most original thing I've seen at the festival!!! 4*s – Andrew Monk, Bristol 
Sweet show with deliciously awkward moments 9/10 - Nikki, London 
Unreal! Fantastically different! Hysterical! 4*s - Nicolas & Sheri Banks, Mold, Nr Wales 
Yummy wholesome, play full of fun, life's a scream when it's told by these 6 lovely sunbeams (I'm bias 
though) - Saul, London 
A wonderful, whacky show - loved it **** - Robin Bosanquet, Newcastle 
Good use of all the space. Best wedding I've ever been to! **** - Peter 
Stern Roller Coaster of emotions. Very bizarre, but good ****** - Alison + Leo Zaadijth, Netherlands 
Very amusing 8/10 Gordon Will, Birmingham 
Excellent, but thought 'blow job' spoiled a little 4* - Anon 
Loved the edginess/performance arty element quite an emotional journey, but wine as well - C Mobley, 
Camden 
Good banter. V original 4*s - Nicola Hodge, Edinburgh 
A very fringe experience! A bit shocking & u get drunk too! *** - Kiki, 
London 
Funny & good! - Lotty Chudley, Northampton 
Highlight of my festival - G Cowie, Aberdeen 
Really funny + realistic **** - Camilla, Northampton 
Different! Good ideas - like the lift! All the actors were enthusiastic and some good humour - Nicas Turop, 
Blackpool 
Loved it! 5*s - Alistair, London 
Great entertainment. Loved every minute of it - Venka, B'ham 
Absolutely hilarious! ******** - Lily Chandlay, Northants 
Lovely balloons. Great Party... + Lambrisco!! ***** - Max, Brighton 
Quite bizarre, very cool, champagne was nice! 3/5 - Christine Barry, B'ham 
Hilarious, easy to get into 'A' - Sarah Hughes, London 
Bloody funny, real stories amazing!! Wish I was at the real wedding!! - Anon 
Bloody Brill! **** - Clare Melbourne, London 
Fab! Excellent acting! Great idea! Even to have audience participating! 
***** Joanna Wilson, Birmingham 
Absolutely brilliant - thoroughly enjoyed it! **** - Susan Burr, Aberdeen 
Something New, Well amazing 5/5 - Anon 
Well fuck me!!! I'm laughing and I don't know why - Sarah Marshall, 
Edinburgh 
Innovative, mad, crazy. More please! Debbie Davis, London 
Pleasantly surprised 30 minutes of sheer brilliance **** - Kevin, Aberdeen 
Terrific show. Really fun and great use of space! **** - Ben, London 
Very fun, creative, great time and moving. Thanks 3 - Anon 
Different!!! At least!!! ** - Alan Ovenstone, Edinburgh 
Very sweet - naughty! ***** - J Ban, Stamford 
Fab 5/5 - Robson, Northwich 
Great! Valerie, Switzerland 
Great play. Really enjoyed it! Thanks **** - Drew, London 
Ok - A Ban, Stanford 
Fun, Fresh, snappy, pacey, hilarious. Great space for it **** - L Richards, 
London 
Innovation! Great characterization! Imaginative! - Julie Wade, Tefas 
Good acting different! Janice Ovenstone, Edinburgh 
Excellent unusual, stimulating 5* - Hazel Glynne, Northwood, Middlesex 



Very entertainment very unusual 5/5 - Michael Morgan, Middlesex 
Terrific! 5/5 Collier, St Albans 
Nice wedding frock. Fab singalong. How does it work in the rain? Star rating - whose counting? - Abi Patrick, 
London 
Fantastic - Great work 4/5 - Clare Preston, Edinburgh 
Absolutely very good - Richard, B'ham 
Very original, brilliantly acting. Loved interactivity *** - Elizabeth, 
Perth 
Fabulous - back tomorrow 10/10 - Amanda Johnson, Birmingham 
Lively, original setting, nice use of lift. Could go a little deeper 
(thought groom v shallow!) Even more audience participation would be nice **** - L Whitcomb, The 
Netherlands 
V original. Nice to be part of the action *** - Andrew Kitching, London 
Fantastic! Inventive! 5* - Anon 
Weird, but good - Helen, London 
Enjoyable - T Grant, Greenwich 
Outstanding!! 10/10 - David Johnson, B'ham 
Quite superb ****** - A Torsangant, London 
V funny. Enjoyed it thoroughly 5*s - Michael Morgan 
Very good. Just like my family would have **** - S Courtney, London 
The actors cant act. The situation was appalling and the singing was 
completely disgusting. Are you deaf!? Get me my jacket - Simon Cowell, 
Popstars, England 
Realistic, but surreal as well. Very funny **** - Anon 
Really funny 5/5 - Anita, Winston Hills 
Great **** - J McGee, Stomford 
Bravo. Wonderful spirit, a lot of fun....etc etc big kiss - Jonas (friends of the theatre) 
Fabulous, should be longer 4*s - Maria, Birmingham 
Reminded me of Carol Churchill. Nice monologues, shakey start *** - Ducan Stuart, Cheltham 
V entertaining, dynamic, enjoyable 4*s - Towerl, London 
I felt like I was there **** - Tessa, Leicester 
Crazy - Laura Bennett, Wallasey 
Very funny just like the last wedding I was at!! ***** Steven Scott - 
Grothes 
It's totally new type to me. I like this way! - And welcome to China! **** - Chen Ken, Shang Hai, China 
Great set, very entertaining, very funny! Good to feel part of it! 4/5 - 
Madeline Fitzpatrick, Oldham 
Hilariously uncomfortable ***** - Lily, London 
Good, liked the stripper, good acting - Anon 
Random, Weird, strange, surprising original, but fun 8/10 - John, Kimoss 
Excellent, interactive, good fun, well done 5/5 - David, Brisbane, 
Australia 
Raised more than an eyebrow *** - Gary, London 
Absolutely brilliant 5 star laugh - Colin MacDonald, Edinburgh 
Very enjoyable, some parts you could see coming (eg lift doors opening with completely compromising 
position) 7 1/2/10 - Paul, London 
I can't remember any of you being invited to my wedding - your plagiarising bastards Give us an hour in the 
lift and I'll let you know! - Nik, Newcastle 
Totally 'up lifting' - Sean 
Very well performed. Great fun 8/10 - Anon 
Silly - M Wald 
Just like a great wedding I remember! A sky full! - Julie Shearn, Consett 
Absolutely fab & hilarious. Had an hysterical time at the reception! ***** - Lisa Blaxall, Strafford-upon-Avon 
 
COMEDY THEATRE 
 
Blind Date (3 shows) 
Quite good. Needs more balance whose in control, actor or audience - 
Anne, Fort 
Great Crac - Susan, Fort 
Er... Not really inspired - John 
Intense - Louise, St Ives 



The performers tried hard and it was great fun. Definitely a different 
experience *** Steve, Manchester 
Brill - Jimmy 
 
Short Fuse (4 shows) 
Darlings, your poetry was to die for! ***** - Sarah, Nottingham 
Excellent, very funny and an uplifting experience ***** p.s Do you do 
private parties - Carol, Glasgow 
Poetry should be intimate and it doesn't get more intimate than in a lift **** Great! - Joan, London 
V different styles (the 1st guy was great!) V good! *** Lindsay Cundall, 
Leeds 
Humm, different! Bette is sharp & funny. Nathan that is a nice scarf, enough pretending you are a bastard. 
I'm glad I experienced it - Aelish O'Rork, Fort William 
Bette O'Callaghan - very good + funny. But I'm glad I'm not her daughter! 
Dean Wilson - too much like the 'the Streets'. Nathan Penlington - get over it, it's only a scarf! **** Fiona 
Grant, Glenrothes 
A delightful + amusing 1/2 hour. Nice contrast in styles. **** - R. Gren, Hull 
A gang of moral degenerates ***** - Tim, London 
Funny, but realistic *** Natalie Orbaum, Leeds 
Very good + entertaining - Anon 
Excellent show - I liked the lady the most! *** - Deirdre, Wrexham 
Personal poetry, honest, intimate and relevant. A great experience! *** - A. Frieze, Newcastle 
Really good Nathan was cool Dean was intense and I wish Bette was my Mum - ***** Fiona Hall, Cheshire 
Superb poems very funny **** Stu Edinburgh 
 
Magic Ian (3 shows) 
Certifiable - well done **** - Anon 
Very Funny. Pity about the tricks **** - Raymond, Aberdeen 
Disgusting and Amazing! **** - Ro, London 
Tragic! **** - Nic Watson, London 
Well worth the money - Ida, London 
The bird of peace was a beautiful moment, I never want to share again **** - Anon 
I thoroughly enjoyed it. Cleverly done 3 1/2 - Anon 
Best card trick ever! **** - Anon 
V strange (but funny) *** Anon 
Weird as fuck, go a little pissed and stoned ****1/2 - Bungle Brux, Keswick 
Excellent *** - DH Tomson, Grange over Sands 
Innovative. Ingenious **** - Ash, The Hague NL 
Brilliant, dazzling magic had us in hysterics ****!!! - Dean Williams, 
Brisbane, Australia 
Deary me, that man is brave! Good fun! - Ewan, Edinburgh 
Very amusing! Funny ***** Anon 
Lovely, absolutely funny *** - Trish Liole, Lancaster 
Very funny **** - Ell, Wakefield 
Unusual intimate very good - funny. A bit short 4/5 - Neil Wright 
Innovative ingenious **** Ash NL 
Brilliant Dazzling your magic tricks left us in hysterics ****!!! - Dean 
Williams Brisbane Aus 
Very interesting and funny ***** - Ann London 
Very funny - Ellie Woking Leeds **** 
 
Liz in a Lift (8 shows) 
Great fun 4*'s - Capstick, Clitheroe 
Really different, hilarious! The best 20mins I've had in a lift before! **** - Pauline M, Edinburgh 
Innovative + uplifting! Great fun! **** - Rob, London 
A very pleasant 1/2 hour *** - Kirstin Innes, Aberdeen 
Good way to spend a cold/windy arvo Ta mate! *** - Dan Carson, Perth 
Australia 
Good laugh had by all *** - Rico, Manchester 
Very funny. Very funny audience participation stuff **** - Mandy Jones, 
Grimsby ***** - Jamie, Edinburgh 
Great concept, easy free flowing interaction, and a great cake! **** - 



Margaret Scoll, Newcastle 
Original, engaging, hot *** - Anon 
Fun & quite relaxing considering the close proximity **** - Anon 
Good laugh... Thank god no one farted! ***** - Lucia, Edinburgh 
Good great ***** - Paul Lyte - Coventry 
Great!!! 5/5 - Mark, Edinburgh 
Good fun. The stuff the fringe is all about *** - Anon 
Excellent off the cuff! Well done! **** - Anon 
Fantastic Very original idea - Tania, Edinburgh 
Fantastic - very funny great for audience participation 5/5 - Teresa 
Mulling, London 
Great fun, different! 5*'s Marcia, Glasgow 
Ok some good jokes. Resorted to swearing when in trouble bit girly. Good 
manner ** - Anon 
Thanks for cake Liz! ***1/2 - Helen, Perth, Australia 
Very original **** - Kathy, Manchester 
Great fun. Didn't pull though! - Louis, London 
Brilliant! Great audience as well 8/10 Jossie, Edinburgh 
Great! V amusing & the cake was very nice too! **** - Rich, London 
Great fun - perhaps a coffee would be good - Kate Capstick, Daunham, Lancs 
Nostalgia a go go Nice atmosphere. Thanx for cake! *** - Vicky Lyme, 
Manchester 
V Silly & V Funny. Entertaining *** - David Peace, Edinburgh 
Very self indulgent - pretty awful - Anon 
Thanks for taking me back to childhood. Clever show **** - Drew, S London 
 
Speed Dating (8 shows) 
Great idea for a show and perfect for the space, I really enjoyed it 5/5 
- Katie, London 
John Mower is a genius, surely he'll get a date out of this ***** - David London 
Funny, very good venue - 3 1/2 *s - Sam C, Belfast 
So realistic, it's funny and sometimes sad that is actually how it is. For the record his long hair is beautiful! 
***** - Annette Michelle, Reading 
Very good - impressive. He was very comfortable and fun to watch - great 
timing! - Jane Tarcia, NY NY 
Interesting idea - peoples behaviour and relationships and reactions – Jo Arnold, S Clanagan 
I might even try speed dating if it's as funny as that - Rebecca Hills, 
Ripon, N Yorks. 
We all make 3 mistakes, well observed - Kane, Wrexham 
Very funny and performed under difficult physical conditions appropriate 
to the topic hot and sweaty! ***** - Luke Roberts, London 
Very funny, laughed a lot hot in the lift *** Claire McGuiness, Glasgow 
Great! I'd date you! ***** - Emma, London 
Unusual concept which very nearly worked - but not quite! *** - Tony 
Parkinson, Barnard Castle 
Shite - Anon 
Very funny and original see it! ***** - Malsara, London 
Excellent, very funny ***** - James 
Thanks for the great tips **** - Malcolm Fryer, Edinburgh 6.8.03 
Very funny, witty, but air con would be good - Claire McIntyre, Glasgow 
Very topical and funny ***** - Anna, Glasgow 
 
Destination Elevation (7 shows) 
Elevated! 10/10 - Robert Turnball, Edinburgh 
V funny. Good laugh and a BABE! Jonathan, Glasgow 
Very funny and a good laugh 9/10 no 10! F Mitchell. Whitby Bay 
Surreal and funny - Boz, Leeds 
Great story line. Well written, surprising ***** - Alka, London 
Good zany fun, very brave - Keith, Scotland 
Very funny ... an uplifting experience! **** - R Holder, London 
Original, v funny 3* - Leigh Brunskill, Edinburgh 
Imaginative. Fun. Different - Laurence Butler, Edinburgh 



Definitely uplifting, Kelly was excellent, Totally original idea **** - 
Peter Herar, Albany NY USA 
Very funny, fab, entertaining ***** - Claire McIntyre. Glasgow 
Fantastic! so many wonderful ideas. Pippa is a bright and shinning star 
10/10 - George, Milton Keynes 
Great ideas, well executed **** - Andrew Viner, London 
Excellent, funny, but v warm 5* AIRCON! - Claire McIntyre, Glasgow 
Erm... Crazy **** - James Kean, Barnard Castle 
10/10 Robert Turnball, Edinburgh 
Not what I expected a good mix of comedy and seriousness *** Claire, London 
V Funny and original **** - Kat Collins, London 
Fantastic - Rache and Marie, Edinburgh 
Very good, wonderful. Consistent character - touching - Leila, Rejali 
Excellent show + brave. Very brave of actor to be so close to audience. 
Great! 5*s - Anon 
Elevated! Brilliant use of the space Baby! ***** - Sylvie, Chessington 
Nice idea, thought she did really well 5 - CD 
Well presented - good content - fun show. Hope she always gets the shoes! *** - Harry Palmer, London 
Lots of energy, really fun - Laurie McLeslie 
** - Viv Hans, Edinburgh 
Well done! - Emily Ford, B'ham 
Strange + different. Nice tits ***** - Anon 
** - John Minnock, Edinburgh 
Great fun! What a cleavage! **** - Ewan, Edinburgh 
 
Insert Punch Line Here (2 shows) 
Seriously, it's the funniest thing I've ever seen at the festival - well 
done. Fiona Brodle, Edinburgh 
Good enjoyed it very much, could be more in your face etc, interactive, 
enough room for more laughs - Martin Edinburgh ***** 
Ok small enough to feel comfy pitching in with commands - Jessica 
Legaz-Clua, Edinburgh ******* 
Very funny but quite smelly in the lift - Cloe, Edinburgh 
Don't use the 'C' word - David Edinburgh 
It was great. They seemed to be famous artist - Ute, Germany 
O.K. Had a laugh *** Martgaty Slan, Amsterdam 
Enjoyed it very much. Cool & extravagant location XXXX - Nora, Germany 
Very 'LIVE' Very close by *** - Anna, Amsterdam 
Very funny, especially pun sketch as I was with my German mother in lift 
9/10 - Glenn, Edinburgh 
Some good bits - C. Mosely, Camden, London 
Could do with fresher material, a bit embarrassing * - Karen, London 
Different *** - Benz, Notts *  
 
Flirt Lab (4 shows) 
What would have happened if we'd taken our clothes off? **** Greg Freeman, Way-by-Fleet 
Hot and Sexy! - Gordon, Weymouth 
Wow, wacky **** - Krys 
Funny ladies, slightly bazarre, would liked to have seen a lesbian snog at the end - Jason, Australia 
Fun, painful kinda flirting skills, I've been taught a lesson *** - Marie, Sydney, Australia 
Fun, wonderfully executed - I'm in there! **** - John Last Manc 
V funny, original...and scarily relatable & the most ingenious setting ***** - Jodie, Basingstoke 
The best ride of my life...well lift ride **** - Anon 
Hilarious ***** - Celcilia Coleshaw, London 
Different, crazy, very funny ***** - Fi, Cambs 
Really cool setting and very impressive acting - like it!! 3/5 - Chris, 
Stevenage 
Fab show in a fab setting truly witty & endearing ***** - Sian Bevan, York 
Wonderfully original, very funny ***** - Simon Cullwick, York 
Refreshingly not normal!!!! V good! **** - Tommy G, Edinburgh 
Excellent facial expressions - Debbie, Dorset 
A truly fringe experience **** - Maurice George, Edinburgh 



Really random, but completely original **** - Eleanor Wood, Western Isles 
Very original. Very funny. Great **** - George Crimm, Cuckfield 
V funny ***** - Susanne O'Flaherty, Essex 
V funny and original **** - Robin, Elgin 
Good, simple comedy. Well done. I'd come back 7/10 - Jette Virdi, Aberdeen 
V disappointed that neither of the girls fancied me! ** - Gillian Freeman, West Byfield 
Nae Bad! 3* - Richard, Edinburgh 
 
Slaves of Starbucks (4 shows) 
Hysterical, wickedly funny - absolute genius, superb comic actor, delivery is spot on **** - Chris Martin, 
Edinburgh 
Enjoyable satirical comedy. Very well done in a close nit atmosphere. 
Quality ****  
Brilliant moving, apposite, biting 10/10 - Bob Robertson, Dundee 
Very clever, simple, enjoyed it. Byres, Stockton 
Witty and thoughtful exploitation of Americans attitude to the world. 
Cynical, but accurate ***** A Frieze, Newcastle 
Most original format. Italian tour guide, brilliant (so realistic) Figure skating sketch wonderful. 5 out of 5 - 
Colin West, Reading 
Really funny and perfect for the venue - didn't know whether to laugh or cry ***** Ruth, Oxford 
Good stuff!! Sharpe satire of the American view point. Desperately true... - Matteo, Milan, Italy 
Very unusual. Intimacy difficult to get into, but conveyed an interesting view 3* out of 5 - Jim Byres, Stockton 
on Tees 
Unusual clever not sure would recommend - Byres, Edinburgh 
Excellent actor - needs air con! **** - Leia Clark 
It was a great show very emotional and the stage was very unusual. I liked it very much. It was my first show 
on the fringe, so it's difficult..the rating: I'd say 80 out of 100! - Iris Klien, Ostfildern, Germany 
What just happened? * Knowels, Portland OR, USA 
Quirky, funny, far too hot 4/5 - Maddy Owen, Tynemouth 
Great show, although the heat and the fact he looks like John Walters did detract a little :) **** - Nike Gibb, 
Edinburgh 
THANK YOU. Air con next time - Anon 
Great show! Air Conditioning! Thank you ***** - Anon 
Absolutely fantastic - R Green, Camaista 
Fantastic (although quite disturbing) 5*s - Ann Damarey, Langdon 
What an experience. Brilliant - Anon 
Very original!! Very funny!!! 10 out of 10 - Lisa West, Reading 
Great characters - brings situations to life - very relevant to modern life **** - Lindsay, Bristol 
Clever,, witty ** - A Barr, Peebles 
Interesting venue, a bit warm. Funny, but some jokes seemed best for 
American audience ** - Ann Barter, Seattle, USA 
Clever show & delivery is spot on *** Sasha, Melbourne, Australia 
 
Randy Panda's (4 shows) 
Unique funnier than Monty Python in French, Simon, Glasgow 
The most uplifting show at the Fringe ****** M Smith London 
A good old giggle worth seeing **** - Jesse London 
Bueno!!!! thought provoking and enjoyable - Juan Spain 
An absurd chuckle that reached my corporate funny bone **** Mark, London 
Inspired original consistent and good! - Tom, Edinburgh 
Funny in parts. Good ideas - needs some refinements *** - Jamie Conway, 
Cambridge 
Different! *** Ian, Glasgow 
Interesting 'Randy Pandas' 2 1/2 - Danny, Blackpool 
Lovely stuff! ***** - Pete, Stirling 
Good, clean fun. A little scary! But only the prosthetic hand really got me *** - Anon 
Really fun! **** - Alan 
Amusing and original (my email address is 
windbeneathyourwings@blueyonder.co.uk I do the boogie woogie and more!) 
***** Susannah, Edinburgh 
Most productive 1/2 hour I've had all day - call me 07967828289 **** - 
Rupert Packard, London 



The most uplifting show on the fringe ***** squared! M. Smith, London 
Well put. Entertaining **** - Katie, Edinburgh 
A good old giggle. Worth seeing **** - Jessie, London :) ***** Si and Em, Harpenden 
V good love 2 c it again bit short! - Elle Manchester 
 
Alice Lunt's Picnic (7 shows) 
Very funny - loved the artist sketch 5* - Kirsty Mc Huew, Edinburgh 
Genius! Love it love it love it thank you for the tea cake ***** - Ed 
Mitton, St Albans 
Brilliant. I really cried from laughing. Great. Ta ***** -- Lorna, 
Perthshire 
Excellently done! Brilliant with any size of audience ***** Caro + Pete 
Leicester 
Fucking genius!! 5/5 - Katie McCullough, Wheatamp-stead 
Not enough pork scratchings, but she's got nice tits. Sorry, but it's true. 
5* - Mace, London 
Brilliant 5/5 - K Dallelle, Brighton 
Excellent 5 - Marie Jackson, London 
Funniest show yet. Great concept excellent 5 - Boberya, London 
Absolutely Hilarious - The Hippie met every stereotype - Big laugh out loud! 10 stars! - McAndrews, Leeds 
That girl is brilliant ... Mad, but brilliant 5 stars - Anon 
Superb - v v funny. Loved it ***** Heather Burton, London 
Charming, funny, entertaining character comedy done well and very friendly 4 - A Frieze, Newcastle 
VERY NICE YUM *** - Dan Skinner, London 
Truly original ***** - Anon 
Very funny and unusual ** Handley, Stoke-on-trent 
Unusual and cool (thanks for air conditioning) tasty too! - Janice, 
Edinburgh 
She was real! And food!! Don't drink before you go in! AA 1/2 - Jennifer O, NYC 
We love her whatever she does. Great show though. V funny 5! - Alice's mum and dad 
Very far ranging talent! Got me convinced that it was more than one 
(character) - Rosie 
Alice 07970 193309 - Paul 
I laughed so much a tiny bit of wee came out 9*s - Mace, London 
What a fruit cake! Enjoyable - very! - Rebecca, London 
Good concept - well delivered. Funny *** - A McInnes, Edinburgh 
Weird + very entertaining +++5 - Martin, Amsterdam 
She played her characters very well. Liked it! **** - Drew, London 
I'm glad I didn't drop one! *** - Paul, Leeds 
Keeps your attention v fast flowing. Different! - Anon 
Very funny, puts you at ease in a small space ***** Kody Shohill 
Funny! - Jenny Bernwieser, Wasserberg 
OK - Lift environment made it 3 - Anon 
Tea cakes - lovely, like Alice - Anon 
Very funny, loved the artist sketch shows great promise 5*s - Bella Danaher, Edinburgh 
Very funny - very well observed & unusual characters! ***** - Angela 
Brookes, Glasgow 
Enjoyed very much - interesting! Well exaggerated characters **** - M 
Henshaw, Bristol 
Nice and quirky, like the lift idea. Didn't realise twas to do with 
cafédirect until told - Anon 
Alice is just wonderful 10/10 - R B Smith, Oldham 
V imaginative, v funny, v brilliant ***** - Maureen, Nottingham 
Funny girls are hard to come by. Alice doesn't disappoint ***** Hannah, 
Nottingham 
Fantastic. Intimate. Fun 8/10 - Craig, London 
Marvellous ***** - George, London 
I loved it. Bizarre, totally original – Anon 
Clearly a star in the making, too off beat and zany for ITV, you were brilliant! – Eloise, Leeds 
 
STAND UP (everyday @ 7) 
Paul Provenza was great and should be on longer! 4 1/2 stars - Judith Higgs, Durham 



Paul Provenza it was great the way he'd thought of the space - all the 
things you want to do in a lift but can't... until now **** - Kiki, London 
Not bad 1st guy was funny 10/12 - Calon, Whithersby 
It's a show in a lift....there you go 3/10 - K. Lyons, Walsall 
In a lift. Totally different! *** - G- Douglas, Brisban 
Intimate space, quite novel, quite funny - Penny, Edinburgh 
Excellent, puker performance. well done! 10/10 - T Murrisen, Corby 
In your face and cool! Margarita, Kuwait 
Loved the venue, fun atmosphere. different. Liked it - Anon 
Kiren Butler, Steve Hall, Micky D - Yay! More songs about neighbours. 
Fabulous laid back entertainment 4 - Bex, London 
Keath - I think is really good and he makes feel and hasn't really he's 
telling. He is really good - Eleana, Madrid 
Keaty - I liked it very much, very good - Anon 
Fantastically funny **** - Andy, Edinburgh 
Brilliant. will go far 10/10 - Jarvis, Edinburgh 
It's been fantastic and of course an original show - Esther 
Wicked humour, awesome venue 
Greg Davis + other guy - Very entertaining! *** - Shirley Andres, 
Switzerland 
Very much a stand 4 - Gus Texine, London 
Loved the Lift... loved the show ***** - Sarah Parkinson, Glasgow 
Must be televised! Beyond...far far beyond! ***** Gary Gibson, Newcastle 
upon Tyme 
Brilliant! 5 - Arvind Gaur, India 
Very funny and brill idea 4 - Fats, Crawley, West Sussex 
Not enough raw cock *** - Anon 
Best yet! 5 - N Carge, York 
V funny - nice to be intimate! Good idea *** - E Woodland 
A bit casual, not really my thing, but interesting 
1st half was better ** - V Smith, London 
Flying Concords - Deadpan ROCK! Hilarity Fab! 4*s - Anand, Edi 
Flight of the Concords - couldn't really have been much better, unless they - gave me cash! 5/5 - M Gooch, 
London 
Flight of the Concords - Delight...lots of - Siobhan Kane, Dublin 
Flight of the Concords  - Vv funny *** - Audrey Q, Edinburgh 
Flight of the Concords - Brilliant 5*s - Mandy, Indiana 
I know it's a dull thing to say, but I loved it. Got achy cheeks anyway 5*s - Morgan, a small little village 
V funny, especially Flying Concords & Ashley Frieze 3*s - S Lewis, London 
Act 1 - 4/10, Act 2 - 1/10, Act 3 10/10 - Anon 
Reverse 3 and 2 (need hyperactivity @ end) 3 - Clint, Jamestown OZ 
Good all 3 made me laugh 3/4 - Peter Brooks, Bishops Stortford 
Uplifting and out of the zone **** - Into Ballinski, Cardiff 
Very entertaining Great Fun **** - S James, Abergavenny 
The part of New Zealand singers fantastic ***** - Anon 
Flying Concords Brilliant show - Announcememts/speakers from outside didn't work some of the time. A bit 
hot **** - Jeff Butt, Edinburgh 
Surprised how well it worked... very funny WICKED *** - Chris Manchester 
Paul Foot - Like a nun on a tight rope, honest + well balanced - Flick 
Paul Foot - Interestingly sexually deprived man - Eliz, London 
Paul Foot - Get a new hair doo - Anon 
Paul Foot ***** - Viv Haing 
Paul Foot - Very funny and unique - a real poof - Dave, Edinburgh 
Tom & Greg - Very funny. Bit Sweaty **** - Peter & Nickie, Edinburgh 
Raised a chuckle! 2 1/2 - Marianne, Edinburgh 
Odd but funny enough - Anon 
Unusual venue, flow was a bit jerky! 3 - Anon 
Jonny Hansler - Loved the reverend - Kiki, London 
Jonny Hansler First part timed, second part face the truth *** -Ali Damati, Jordon 
Jonny Hansler - Reverend good v funny and different. 2nd act bloody terrible - Anon 
Jonny Hansler - Reverend Bob - Unusual - 1st half better than 2nd **1/2/5 
Jonny Hansler - Extremely funny - Cner Tobin, Bristol 



Jonny Hansler - Loved Rev Dick Tate, inventive *** - SB London 
Jonny Hansler - Praise be! - Rob 
Jonny Hansler - Dick Tate very amusing, wanted you to make us all dance 
round. Stand-up ...great to see someone experimenting. Well done. Fantastic :) - Anon 
Jonny Hansler - 'We saw the light' Lots of love - Adolf & Naps, Berlin, 
Paris 
Rev was ace! 4 - Dave, Wigan 
Beltin! Go Booby! Down with Gates! 4 - Mark, Edinburgh 
Excellent show Jonny boy - Jochem Meyer, Italy 
Bob is fab - 1st act with Bob Y & the Rev v good *** - Kendra + Tonie, 
Bristol 
I loved the Reverend. very funny. Remember the fountain pen! **** - Becky, Pompey 
Cool idea - good acts 5/5 - Clare Brown, London 
Pull my finger - Tal, Newcastle 
Next time I'll make sure I brew a fart before I go in 4/5 - Kate, Bristol 
Interesting experience 3/5 - R Turnball, Edinburgh 
Mickey D - Brilliant will go far - Anon 
Micky D very good and strangely attractive *** - Alex King, Brighton 
Micky D/Sarah Connotto + Mike Manure. Great stuff! Nice use of sweatband to break up symetry. Cool idea 
4/5 - Mark, Edinburgh 
Micky D V funny 3/5 - Mark, Bolton 
Great idea! Micky was great! 5 - David Whigham, Edinburgh 
Got well stuffy in there! Novel *** - Graeme, Edinburgh 
Cool fun. Bit different. Lifted by Micky D - Matt, Adelade 
All 3 acts absolutely delicious. Second act especially thrilled!! Great 
show... definitely looking out for Micky D shows 5/5 - Dina, Bristol 
Quite an eclectic mix of acts, but the Aussie shines! *** - Kirsty, London 
Cool idea. Keep it up **** - Karolina, Edinburgh 
V Amazing. Glad I'm not claustrophobic **** - Andy Preston 
Different Entertaining **** - James & Flick 
Last act was absolutely cracking and surreal, great experience - K Williams, Swansea 
V funny :) ***** - S Shah, London 
Very entertaining, different, but fun **** - Anon 
Ashley Frieze Observational, laugh therapy 3/5 - Anand, Ed 
Worked Hard!!! Hot comedy ***** - Maurice George, Ed 
Really excellent, one on one stand up, Aussie stand up at it's best! *** - Paddy Baxter, Edinburgh 
Really funny, especially considering they were Ozy's - Laura, London 
Very entertaining impromptu comedy *** - J Penman, Calgary, Canada 
Different B+ - George Ching, Edinburgh 
I like the lift, a good idea - I feel a real lift! Warm and cosy - Dawn, 
Edinburgh 
Funny 5/5 - Caroline, Bo'ness 
Jamie & Dave - A great way to spend my 30th birthday! **** Haydee 
Jamie Douglas, Dave Skinner & ? Excellent. Intimate experience ***** - 
Imegen Rands, London 
Last bloke funniest Make most of Intimacy of the lift. Other two good too - Anon 
Wicked venue. Awesome humour **** - Tom L, Guilford 
I've rarely been more aroused than Jamie Douglas's facial growth - Tim, Manc 
Good fun 5/10 - Anne Wester, Banchory 
Novel, intimate and gee funny **** - N Jones, Leeds 
Intimately hilarious 98.5% - Rob G, Manchester 
Energetic and intimate....if sweaty - Mark A, London 
Fucking excellent! 4 - Anon 
Many unfunny jokes! But very energetic + unusual performances * - Danny 
Greenhalgh, Great Ayter 
Very close up and personal! **** - Liz London, Tasha Nottingham 
Brilliant, very funny - Mary Paterson, Edinburgh 
Excellent ***** - Gillian, Newcastle 
Brilliant Big star! - Charles, Crawley 
 
Pineapple Hour (everyday @ 8) 
Lots of fun in such a small space - made me want to dance ***** - Eve 



Morton, London 
Good, very unique - Arnie was great! - Elenor, Edinburgh 
The must see, must sweat show of the festival 5*s - Sue Thomas, Edinburgh 
Very original. I couldn't stop laughing. TOP! - Brittany, Edinburgh 
Nearly wet myself - stomach hurts, laughed too much! ***** - Drew Taylor, Bury St Edmonds 
Too long, too hot - Anon 
Brave as Fuck! Sound as Fuck! ***** - Ally, Edin 
Absolutely crazy!! Nice you put each other in the shit. Could be a little indulgent!! Remember the audience 
*** - Anon 
CRACK IN - Pete W 
GREAT, FUN & UPFRONT - V Borthink, Edinburgh 
Absolutely fantastic! Loved the Star Wars scene ***** - Stance, Edinburgh 
Airite but shite - Anon 
They are the boys. Superb a galaxy, no a constellation no a milky way - Jonny H, Stokey 
My agent will call you! 5 - Vincent Price 
Excellent 5 - Chris 
Very clever formal and funny action - P. Aird, Glasgow 
Very good well put together amazing experience come to Canary Wharf ***** - Chrystal Edwards, London 
Thought they were very nice 5 stars - Ms Fliss, London 
Excellent ***** - Karina, Lee, Ness & Des, London 
Very fucking good!!! 4 - Anon 
Hilarious! My cheeks hurt from smiling **** - Anon 
Excellent, very entertaining & great improvisation **** - John Livingstone, London 
6 stars + a coupla of spare ones ** - M Twynholm, Newark 
Great fun! Wow! *** Sharon, Sheffield 
Excellent - very funny and very entertaining **** - Jude Lennon, Edinburgh 
Fucking Funny - Musac to my ears 5* - Anon 
Fantastic Havn't laughed so hard! 5/5 - Michelle Tracey, Edinburgh 
Very hot stuff! I love them all 5* (systematic!) Sunny Edin... 
Funny as F**K. Good fun. Bring a vest **** - Stu Green, Redcar 
A tight show. I F - Edin 
Goofy! - 25 *s - Anon 
Brill *** - K Guy, UK 
:) **** - Ali, Edinburgh 
Not sure about the shows content, but intimate atmosphere made 3 of us lots of laughs Arnie was brill!!! - 
Anon 
Great! **** - Ellen Dowell 
Great show, even with the Germans 5 - Owen, Edinburgh 
Really really great! Our students loved it, sexy guys!!! Michaela Dewar, Edinburgh 
Fantastic, that's the best elevator music I ever heard 1million stars - M Smith, UK 
My cheeks hurt! **** - Sylvie Barr, Chessington 
V funny, extremely chilled and completely inspired use of space. Genius 5 - Do, Hammersmith 
Utterly original. Fantastically different the 2nd best fun I've ever had in a lift 4 - Martin Gibbons, Cleveland 
Superb! Mmm Sweaty! Very very inventive! Great Arnie **** Ed, Edinburgh 
Fantastic show!! A drop of sweat on Darryls chin all the way through. Yuk! 5 - Jennifer, London 
Wicked. Singing sweaty men in tuxes. Superb **** - Anon 
Bags of energy. Loads of fun! Loved it 4 - Katie Lyons, London 
Oh Micky! Oh Micky - do come back next year!! **** - Sylvie  
Excellent sweaty fun. Will bring kids when they are born 4/5 - Frankie Lowe 
I payed for that - Ex Barmaid 
V Very good ***** - Anon 
Hilarious! Well done guys!! Star rating: lots!! - Morgan, London 
Good fun for a fiver! If a bit sweaty :) Manya, Edinburgh 
It's boiling hot in the lift, but their performances was even more steamy! *** Mio, London 
Brilliant 5 - Anna, London 
Fucking Funny ***** - Anon 
Best comedy seen in a long time, especially liked star wars! Great Arnie! Big Buzz 5/5 - Anon 
Ho Ho Ho Ha Ha Ha He Hee Hee He He He *** - Abigale Stevenson, Edinburgh 
Fab! *5 - Stewart Cromar, Edinburgh 
Mostly funny *** - Anon 
Tip Top Pineapple Boys - Roz 
Quite amusing. Very fringe *** - Tim Taylor, Edinburgh 



Excellent! Totally original and unique and hilarious. Will the missing pineapple ever be returned?! Alice, 
Edinburgh 
Bonkers Fantastic Star rating: Tops Robin, Edinburgh 
We love you guys- every year! Love the fringe girls! 
Twas good! Highlight of the trip 6/5 Matthew Charlton, London 
Brilliant ** 5 at least - Thomas Hamilton, Edinburgh  
Fabulous! **** - Fiona Souter, Edinburgh 
Completely innovative - v talented - Anon 
Very funny and original if a little hot! - Neil, London 
Very original! Couldn't stop laughing! Star rating: Top! - Brittany Dundas, Edinburgh 
We love you man! You rock sideways! - Sinax Lunch bar, Edinburgh 
Only one word : GREAT - Beatric, Spain 
Crazy and 100% fun % - A Frieze, London 
Thank you for putting a smile on my dial 10 plus - Rachael, Australia 
Awesome joy. Very funny! ***** Love that stuff! Drew, London 
No Beatles! Surreal! 4 - Julia, Burnley 
Excellent :) Come down to London *******- Sameedra Das, London 
Better than shaggin my gran - Gregor, Embra 
Dead good - S Crichton, Edinburgh 
Very funny 5 - Joanna, Edinburgh 
I was crying with laughter 5 - Richard, Edinburgh 
Weird experience, but brilliant. Definitely go again 4 - Anon 
Lovely relaxing and ultra silly - C Moberly, Camden 
Original, fun & talented. V good - E Warnie, Abergayle 
I love you Giant Boys, big stars - Matt Holt, The show and is fabulous as is the guys - Natalie, Leeds (the 
show should come here:)) 
Fantastic! My cheek bones ache from laughing sooo much - Kella-Bella, London 
I loved Robert de Nero especially **** - Mercia Burkbrook, London 
Awesome 5* - Marikalake, Oz 
The weirdest thing in the world ever 3 - Ruth Guy 
Very intimately entertaining **** - Fanny, Edinburgh 
Anil Rocks!! - Anon 
Wicked 5 - Charlotte, London 
Ad Fab - Nadine, London 
Incredible, I could stay all night 10 - Anon 
Great! Remember it's a loan shark! - Mary Jane, Edinburgh 
Nice won! - B Nicaoro, London 
You were great! 10110 stars - Melix, Edinburgh 
Very good! But y in an elevator - Abdul Salam 
Lots of birds and over 30s. Cracking for the rest of us 4 - James Dow, Edinburgh 
Hilarious! They are out of control ***** - Sara, Wichitaiks, USA 
V entertaining. Different. Hot. Sweaty. Brill 4* Iainey, Edinburgh 
V good. Worth it 4 - Julia Pilboam, Edinburgh 
Definitely the most fun I've had in the lift. The most fun I've had in the fringe - Jemaine, Wellington 
Fabulous ******** - Ruth, Edinburgh 
Very innovative very funny an different very unusual brilliant musical talent 5/5 - Caroline Gray, Edinburgh 
Extremely amusing, loved the lift 3 - Lee Dobson, Blackburn 
Fab! Great fun + lovin the novelty of being 'up close + personel'! ***** - Janet Neil, Edinburgh 
Grrrreat!! Everyone should see it for the Vincent Price references alone:) - Sarah Bee, London 
Best show that I have seen in a while Brill - Marky Berns, Edinburgh 
Very good, even with only two I laughed till there was milk coming out of their eyes - Paul Chorlewood 
Hot and sexy!! 10/5 - Gordon, Weymouth 
Delicious! - Anon 
They plucked my strings! 5 - Stu Ashman, Stowbridge 
Very funny amazing and creative - Elisa Maria, Edinburgh 
Incredible and funny show - Luis, Madrid 
Stupid, Hot, Long time up, feet aching, FUN!!! *** - Sue, Wellingboro, Northants 
Fantastic 4* - Anon 
The most original performance I've never seen - Juanma, Spain 
Great, funny. Could be next time instead of water, pineapple juice 4 - Marcos, Edinburgh 
Stupid but fun! Worthwhile use of spare 50 minutes *** - Sparky, Wellingboro' 
Crazy guys! 5* - Andrew Richardson, Edinburgh 



Too good to be true. Worth it - Kim, Edinburgh 
Good fun & very scary! 5*, Edinburgh 
Funny at times *** - Jennifer, Glasgow 
Good improv 5* - Paul, Shirton 
Great 4 - Anon 
V funny hot inside nice shark + hats ****** - Jennifer, Greenock 
True redemption - Christine Schabacker, Arlington, USA 
Great shit, keep it up - crazy fucks :) - Jaymz Campbell, Edinburgh 
A very good group. It was a pity that part of the public wanted part of the spectacle **** - Jose Luis, Spain 
Superb!!! Guaysll **** - Bolbina, Madrid, Spain 
Good! Very funny + unique 'Arnie was great! - Eleanor, Edinburgh 
They were great....but we made your show fantastic! - A Gormly, Edinburgh 
Hot in every way. Really amazing... 5 Sandra Miller, Cologne 
Silly boys having lots of fun & letting us play 5 - Shell Turner, Wakefield 
Crazy brilliant clever + fantastic show - well done guys!! ***** - Hilary Palmer, London 
Very amused. Loved the intimacy!! (not like that!!) Especially like the boy who has too small clothes **** - 
Helen Lindsay, Leeds 
I was really scared! - Debbie, Dorset 
Lovely show and hot inside + hard to stand for long time - J M Dowell, Ilford 
Excellent - very entertaining 5 star - Helen 
 
MUSIC 
 
Angel Jessica (2 shows) 
I could be in this lift all day ***** - Michael, London 
Great venue, audience and costume and music **** Steve, Aberdeen 
What a star! What an angel! Fantastic! - Simon, Dundee 
Great venue, great show, great way to spend half and hour - Hugh Beauchamp, Edinburgh 
Best time I've ever spent in a lift, beautiful voice. Loved it! - Lesley and Ariel, Edinburgh 
She was amazing. The venue is very cosy. ****** Amber, Aberdeen 
Gorgeous!! Fantastic voice too - Dryden, Whitwell 
Very laid back, good summer vibe **** - Katie, Edinburgh 
Angelic magical voice with wings **** - Kiki, London 
 
Occasional Rascuedos (1 show) 
An experience waiting to happen – Max stars – Yvonne Allsop, Chester 
An amazing experience – music at close quarters 5 
Very good, but nothing to do with gardening – Lisa 
Very George Harrison 4 – Mike, Edinburgh 
 
Keith Thomson (5 shows) 
Not bad. Needed more nudity - Katey Hughes, Tipparary, Ireland 
Very George Harrison **** - Mike, Edinburgh 
Good - Chris, Pretoria 
Great. Shared his feelings of life in London 7/10 - Steve, London 
Very moving, an  artist who has passion in what he is saying - Sam Cocking London 
Pretty Good - Anon 
Amazing performance very talented musician 100000 *'s - Susan Glasgow 
Very small very good ***** - Lizzie sterling, Edinburgh 
I would have sucked him off if there hadn't have been other people in there - Mac Edinburgh 
Great idea great show need I say more *** - Gary Small Edinburgh 
Fantastic great singer great songs **** - Alexis Beattie Edinburgh 
Fantastic what a good idea 5/5 - M Hunter Manchester 
Fantastic range and confidence! - Anon 
Strong songwriter. A nice rest from over the top comedy etc *** - Mark, 
London 
Fantastic. Great stuff, but he is a little smelly 9/10 - Laurie Johnston 
I cried in the moonlight song (I am soft - but still!) 
rachelgrenfell@hotmail.com 
That's the most original thing I've seen in my life! Keith Rocks! How many stars can I give him? - Carrie 
McIntyre, Edinburgh 
Proper Bo ***** - Gavin, Edinburgh 



So lovely, needs more confidence. Tender - Anon 
Give him a bigger venue! - Anon 
 
George Orwell's 1984 School Disco (4 shows) 
A lift, tears for fears & twister - life doesn't get any better **** - 
Jimbo, London 
Packed with top tunes how can it be anything but a master work, viva Jan 
Taylor ***** Dominic London 
Superb excellent concept brilliantly written and well acted - Sue London 
Excellent and Funny great bunch of actors great show - Emma Gillard Leeds 
Absolutely inspired took me back to my school days when I was smitten – Phil Andrews, Lilliput 
Very Very good the girl was tremendous ***** - Lucy Extance, Tonbrigde wells 
Really funny nostalgic and intimate, much better than expected! ***** - Dom Price, London 
Usually I just piss in lifts this time I laughed till I pissed ******** 
- Jonathan Sheffield 
Teacher was a good actor. Rest very average, sorry 4/10 - Iaen Reynolds, 
Muscat, Oman 
Brilliant 5* - Claire Duncanson, Edinburgh 
Different - Ean Gault, Tollymore Castle, Douglas 
Really imaginative could have done with the Tardis - space wise. Excellent - EB Gault, Castle Douglas 
I liked it...Didn't understand it...but I liked it (Nostalgic revision and heart swells) - JB, California 
Worked really well in the space and in dark **** Kiki, London 
Very original, worth the ride up! :) 4 - Mitch, Montreal, Canada 
Elevator was cool! Twister always good 17 - Mein, Melbourne 
Very constructive use of space. Twister is a winner 23 - Lee Douglas, 
Edinburgh 
I really enjoyed it. Great being so close ** - I Staniland, Lancaster 
I wasn't sure if I would have understood more if I'd read the book? Nice 
audience participation! 7/10 
Loved the music + good actors esp the girl 4/5 - E Fancourt, Stamford 
Excellent 5* - Craig Valentine, Leeds 
Well performed, but hot and a bit confusing. Like the beginning. Tim, London 
I get claustrophobic in lifts, but enjoyed it so much I didn't think about it ***** - Belinder Wilton, Tonbridge 
Very funny + brilliant use of space - L Bennett, London  
I love John Taylor!! ***** - Anon 
Fantastic inventive, thoughtful. Good writing, good performance! 4*s - A 
Freize, Newcastle 
Very original - loved George Orwell character + twister 3/5 - Fiona 
Staniland, London 
Brilliant! Really enjoyed the intimacy. Very impressed with the eye contact from main character 5*s - Anon 
Very clever, witty, worked well in a claustrophobic atmosphere ** - Anon 
Nostalgia is clingy and sweaty as polyester - you air it out – transporting I would have danced had there 
been room for for stars! **** and **** kisses - Catherine Read, Montreal, Canada 
Very good. Funny lots of references to the book. Might not have understood it so well, if I hadn't read it *** - 
Peter Brewis, Sunderland 
Use of intimacy was good - v nostalgic music 4 - Helana Shields, Inkley, W Yorks 
It was good - really enjoyed it! 4 - Anon 
A brilliant performance by all 3 , especially as under pressure of enclosed enviroment, well done 4 - V Stead, 
St Albans 
Wicked space + I wish I'd had time to take up the offer to create a piece 4/5 - C Sudsworth, Manchester 
Very interesting, a completely individual way of showing a story - Anne 
Really random, but very good - a definite experience! 
Mini mayhem, nice dancing, should have read the book first *** - Amy, London 
Loved the venue + idea of show. Really original! But too hot inside lift ** - Jenny Burke 
Great! 4*s - M Grossfield, London W13 
Next idea - take 1984 one step further on the tini format **** - Wendy 
Very random experience, but strangely enjoyable 4 - Kent 
Excellent use of limited space - Janie H 
Main guy stood with back to some people, but GREAT - Anon 
 
Johnny Berliner (3 shows) 
Very entertaining should be a star - Rob Danting Edinburgh 



Best thing so far talented Fucking good - Marcus, Edinburgh 
Fantastic talented bunch of guys ***** Ben, London 
Really good ***** S Ronald Edinburgh 
All very good fun fantastic never thought I'd have such fun in one lift - Belinda, Sheffield 
Excellent, great laugh great music, Peter London 
Absolutely fucking Brilliant ***** Glen Sheffield 
Love it! Ben, London 
Pretty good - Daniela Hughes, Glasgow 
QT!!! - Anon, Edinburgh 
Nice show, especially saxophone player - Aya Suzue, London 
Brill - Anon 
Outstanding fun - Cara, Sopwburgh 
Lobsters rule *** - Kirk 
Brilliant :) - Claire, Taiwan 
Niiiiiice 4* - Anon 
Excellent! **** - Anon 
Amazing, funny. Don't miss it - Maud, Edinburgh 
Excellent. Nothing more to say! Anon 
Excellent stuff - Mary Hughes, Glasgow 
Warm, open, funny and fun - Jon Peak 
Great voice! Humorous songs, but needs more sexual reference! *** - Andrew, London 
It was just amazing and outrageous - never experienced that kind of gig! 
Great! ***** - Laurie Rollitt 
 
Psychic Phenomena (1 show) 
Yeah Yeah Yeah! Top band ***** - Julie London 
Fucking brilliant ***** - Jot Isle of Wight 
What a party! Thank you - Jess Mess Brighton 
If lift music was like this I'd never get to work All star rating – Simon Davies Clapham South 
Best show of my week - Peter Hoggin London 
Love in a elevator living it up when you're going down **** - Rob London 
Brilliant most fun I've had in a lift he he ***** - Busby London 
 
Richard Strange (3 shows) 
Off the wall - good ***** - Tim Sheldine, Ipswich 
Very interesting. Very! I'm sorry we were a shit audience, I wanted to ask more questions. V good! Anon 
Tame * - Anon 
Interesting unexpected - we just took a punt - Anon 
Close up even better than far away - P Govett, London 
I have a tear in my eye - M Kerr, London 
Absolutely fantastic - he hasn't lost it!!! Very intimate 101% - J Hopkins, Edinburgh 
Richard you are utterly brilliant! Debbie, Edinburgh 
Very good. I didn't know him before, but he has a lively biography *** - 
Andrew Schneils, Abingham 
- Hummmmm..... best bit was the twiggre show clip. Not sure if he wants to be a lovvie or a punk - Anon 
Should have been longer, would like to have heard more **** - Claire Keane, Wolverhampton 
Fascinating ************* Ali *** Brighton 
I really enjoyed it. Very naturally put across 4 - Darrel Keane, Exeter 
 
Serge Gainsbourg (4 shows) 
Saw Saturdays performance & had my heart melted by four beautiful people in an enclosed space for £3.50. 
Walked around afterwards glowing. Thank you. Star rating: Not enough room - Noel Clements, Stratford-
upon-Avon 
Tres bien! Very different, entertaining - shame about the drunk idiot! *** - Alex, Edinburgh 
I really liked the meloncolic tone, it just fit, thanks a lot ***** - 
Barbara, Vienna 
Very entertaining and different *** - Anon 
Serge is a god, we need more Serge - Dan Skinner, London 
Absolutely fab, great! 5*s - C Clarke, Dumfres 
An uplifting experience, something different, very enjoyable! - F 
Hutton-Kelly 
Energetic, different! Fun - V Mill 



Mesmerising 4*s - Mal Ross, Newcastle 
Very good, could be longer 7/10 - Leon Burmer, Edinburgh 
Interesting, well performed - Tammy, Edinburgh 
Good fun and a laugh, Lorena, Glasgow 
Need more like it - life's all about fun (+sex!) - Derek, Ireland 
Enjoyable and I was sober! Best part was watching all the guys in the 2nd act! Classic! - Alicia Guh, Perth, 
Western Australia 
Cool - Anon 
Je t'aime le cite de la lumiere - Bob Oryer, London 
Lovely voice, great style *** - Felicity, London 
Totally amazing + original, plus lovely voices 5*'s - Sarah, Edinburgh 
Wonderful. Viva Serge! Wanted more! 4*s - Paul Glasgow 
Enchanting as you walked in with all the lights etc! Loved the 
interactive bits best! **** - Kiki, London 
Fantastic voices and great music... 4*'s - C King, Edinburgh 
Really beautiful and magic 5*s - Chris Edinburgh 
A bit mad, loopy, enjoyable - S 
Lovely & Stylish! 5*s - James, London 
FANTASTIC! Anon 
Reafirms those forgotten, yet important things in  life: Can I say 'richly kitsch'? Well that's what it is - so 
intimate, but lets say orgy rather than one to one - John Beloo, Achnanure 
'Cest magnifique' If ever I was ever to be stuck in a lift, there would be no other company than this to be 
stuck with ***** - Neil Hyardt, Edinburgh 
Brilliant music, more of this please! **** - Anita, Edinburgh 
Really funny, sexy, great musicians 4*'s - Tony, Glasgow 
Trés Bon! - Janis Cross, London 
Good fun, very original **** - M Butler, London 
Truly wonderful! Really wonderful. Smiled the whole way through! ***** - 
Heather Burton 
Superb - Serg was great acoustics! - Anon 
Truly Fab! ***** - I Staniland 
Excellent! Thoroughly enjoyed every minute ***** - Tessa Haring, Edinburgh 
Absolutely excellent, highly entertaining and extremely fun. Thank you - 
Toby, South-end-on-sea 
 
Sketch (3 shows) 
Fantastic great voice ***** - Jo, London 
Excellent voice really melodic fantastic - Alka, London 
Excellent needs to be heard will go all the way to the top 10/10 - H Malka, Edinburgh 
Brilliant well done 10/10 - Shane, Edinburgh 
Excellent best performance he's done yet 11/10 - David Morris, Edinburgh 
Very good act sung and wrote own songs 10/10 - Jimmy and Joan, Edinburgh 
Most enjoyable good act excellent voice 10/10 John Edinburgh 
Delightfully entertaining! Great Job! 4/5 Lisa, Toronto, Canada 
Good show, nice n warm, good atmosphere - Anon 
Like it, good. All proper original chords, yer... ***** - Joe, Cramwell, 
Edinburgh 
Excellent voice. Really melodic. FANTASTIC! 10/10 - Alka 
Brilliant. Da Best. Well done! 10/10 - Stanem, Edinburgh 
Great Stuff! - J Murray, GB 
Lift?! Performance 10/10 - Tommy McMullan, Edinburgh 
Original. Moving. Class 10/10 Andrew Piaget, Midlothian 
He was fired up and got the whole audience in the flow of the songs 10/10 - Martin, Edinburgh 
Great new voice 10 - Lee, Edinburgh 
Brill 10 - Richard Duffner, Edinburgh 
Very talented young man . I wish him well *** - F. Ross, Edinburgh 
Very good music. I'm sure the acoustics are as good as any other lift **** - Hugh Balderstone, Edinburgh 
Absolutely fab - really memorable 4/5 Chris Murray, Whitby Bay 
A really mellow, but uplifting show. Brilliant! Liz, Edinburgh 
Shit hot beast - Anon 
Top performance 10/10 - Stephen, Edinburgh 
Like a blonde Elvis! ***1/2 Kiki, London 



Sorry matey, only caught your last song... but it was excellent. I appreciate the chill 5* - Gilien, Canada 
 
Hoboklub (4 shows) 
Fantastic really fun weird big brother ish! Jessica Brighton 
Brilliant insane barrier breaking lewd Fran Hall 
The most random thing ever hoorah *** Vince Russell Edinburgh 
Stik 12 people in a lift expect nothing (not) if only big brother stuck them all in the programme ***** Matt 
Edinburgh 
Great show really weird until you get into it! High star rating - A Richards Sheffield 
Soooo much fun - shits & giggles! Although need to reinforce lift for conga lines! ***** - Allie Pavry, Barnes 
London 
Needs more naked girls. Bring me your daughters! - Ollie G, Kingston upon- Thames 
Absolutely hilarious. Great fun - S. Wood 
Great concept, lots of laughs - we'll be back! ***** - Steve Morham, London 
Some crazy mother f*****r of a show **** - Andy, Toddington 
Brilliant so much fun enjoyment a good laugh conga in a lift 5/5 Ariel 
Edinburgh 
Fantastic! Sophie, Kingston 
Party on - it's not everyday I do the conga and you made me - Mr Ed, 
Nashville 
The best show so far - and for only £3.50. Go Hobo! Samy, London 
Needs more naked people and better music 5* - James Harwood, Richmond 
We should all have been naked (deodrant supplied) 4*s - Siaw Farrell, London 
Fabulous, lovely, groovy! ***** - Fiona Staniland, London 
Great concept, good fun, weird music 5* - Elaine, Edinburgh 
Sexual chocolate ladies and gentlemen, sexual chocolate! 5* Mace, London 
Shame there was no hobo's or a mini bar! However absolutely marvelous **** - Neil Hardt, Edinburgh 
Funny needed to be more mental and more pissed. But it is what u made it 
7/10 - Ali Hall, Edinburgh 
Scary many, better than horror 8/10 - Anon 
A jolly good effort - Anon 
Great fun, spontaneous 8/10 - Gary Campbell, London 
Great, great fun - a strange sort of big brother inside a 2meter 
box...thanks it was brilliant... - John, Brighton 
Fandabbi-dozi 10/10 - Saha, Edinburgh 
Loved it 5*s Jess Ramsom, Sheffield 
Needs mini bar to make it complete! Anon 
Mini big brother, but excellent fun with random most surreal and wonderful thing so far x - Alice Lingwood, 
Chelsford 
Funny and scary - Joneal, Edinburgh 
Fantastic, really funny - Tania, Edinburgh 
Brilliant! Bloody hot! - Soaz 
1st time in the fringe. 1st time surprised here. You should be committed - Carlos, Pallero Spain 
Good concept, dependent entirely on participants, but no real point or aims - need more things to do ** - 
Alex, Edinburgh 
It was!!!! - Boin, Edinburgh 
 
Gimmusakiss (4 shows) 
Very entertaining. Light excellent humour. Best £3.50 I've ever spent ****** - Ross Spackman, Bristol 
Very funny from start to end. Brilliant interaction, intimate venue! Lisa Crosbie, Essex 
Very uplifting!  Laugh-a-floor! Elevation to a funny station! Great songs! 
Very funny. Best seen yet! - Alison Hewitt, Edinburgh 
Brilliant! Best show we've seen all day! - Anon 
Excellent - and original. Enjoyed very much! 5/5 - J Turps, Edinburgh 
Very heart felt and original + funny- wish all the luck in the world. Well done ***** - Sandy Lawson, 
Doncaster 
Excellent, small space, but everybody laughed, size doesn't matter, laughter counts. Well done - M 
Connolly, Polworth, Edinburgh 
Fab - was bloody funny - Emma Chalmers, Edinburgh 
Brilliant - intimate, funny, surprising + just what the fringe should be - Jenie Coles, London 
Lovely - star rating 'Bruce Willis' - Anon 
The best thing £3.50 can buy. Superb ****** - Chris Sanderson, Jersey 



Left you wanting more - Jane, Jersey 
Really 5*s - Stuart Taylor, Penkuik 
Very entertaining. I want to go to the 4th floor - Richard 
Pucker up - J, Edinburgh 
A lovely end to the day + something to remember $8s - Clover Hudson, 
Doncaster 
Loving your work!! Too many looks spoil the broth, so that was just right! ***** - Russell Morton, Doncaster 
Highly witty, refeshed, relaxing, psychedelic - C Moberly, Camden 
Excellent, really funny, good songs, well delivered 4*s - Anon 
Absolutely brilliant! I nearly died! full marks! - M True, Edinburgh 
Lifted the sprits Ellie Kirkcaldy 
Fab! Was bloody funny Emma Chalmers Edinburgh 
Really Funny ***** Stuart Taylor Pennicuk 
Very entertaining I want to go to the 4th floor!!! Richard London 
Pucker Up! J Edinburgh 
 
Jade (1 show) 
Better even than the Canadian Kilted Cowboy. Many stars - Anon 
That were proper smashing 3 1/2 Maruys, London 
Made me want a vagina 4+ - Stuart, Embra 
 
Canadian Celtic Cowboy (2 shows) 
This was not very good at all - Anon 
Painful - Kiki, London 
Good one - almost - Anon 
This sort of show will put people off - Karen, London 
 
Kate Copstick in a Lift (1 show) 
Compelling, informative, funny and fucking weird ***** - Paul Provenza, NYC 
Best show yet! ***** - Kiki, London 
I love this lift! ***** - Kate Copstick 
 
Miscelaneous 
Terrific. How much did it bloody cost to get the lift here? ***** - Edwina Luna, Edinburgh 
Fantastic! Amazing! Surefire Success! - Ian Bruce, Hucksville, USA 
Show was irrelevant to me, but the experience of being in the lift was great - bizarre, but never **** - GM, 
Lincoln 
Warm, fun v intimate 8/10 Gail Saunders, Edinburgh 
Different, Funny. Real! 4*s - Mike Scollion, Edinburgh 
Funny and thought provoking, but a bit fast *** - C Mackenzie, Oban 
Good, but with naff moments, performers great stamina. Good attempt, more effort needed *** - Bruce, 
Edinburgh 
Need seats!!! But loved it *** - G Caldwell, Edinburgh 
Too hot! - Anon 
A unique idea and very surreal but very funny **** - Kamal Simpson 
Intimate, but lengthy - Sarah & Simon, London 
Make it more interactive: make the phones work, the buttons etc ** - Toby, Edinburgh 
Could have had more direct chat with audience **** - Anon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


